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This study used, for the first time, a combination of ion implantation and Secondary Ion 

Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) to dope and characterise diSusion proSles of B and Si in Ge. By 

comparison of concentration proEles of B implanted in diSerent orientation in crystalline and 

pre-amorphised Ge targets, it has been established that the channelling phenomenon plays 

an important role. For diffusion studies, B was introduced in Ge to different doses and en-

ergies. Subsequently the specimens were subjected to various thermal budgets using furnace 

annealing in the temperature range 80D-900 °C, either with a surface protection layer or in 

evacuated ampoules. Annealed boron profiles showed an immobile concentration peak and a 

diffusion tail. Diffusion coe&cients were derived by computer simulation using concentration 

prohles of aa implanted and annealed samples. The measured diffusivity, around two orders 

of magnitude lower than reported previously using electrical techniques, was consistent with 

the variation in implantation dose, annealing ambient and protective layer. Using B doped 

epitaxial Ge layers grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy, it was further conSrmed that im-

plantation induced defects are not responsible for slow B diSusion. An activation energy of 

4.6(^:0.3) eV and a pre-exponential factor of 1.2x10^ cm^/s can be assigned for B diEusion 

in Ge in the temperature range studied. The results cast doubt over the prevailing belief of 

a vacancy diffusion mechanism for B diffusion in Ge. Additionally, the solid solubility of B 

in Ge at 875 °C has been estimated to be ^2x10^^ atoms/cm^. 

For Si diffusion in Ge, studied in the temperature range 750-875 °C using furnace an-

nealing, an activation energy of 3.2 (±0.3) eV and a pre-exponential factor of 9.7cm^/s is 

assigned which agrees well with the values from the literature. The anomalous surface peak 

observed in the annealed profiles is attributed to implantation induced defects. The simi-

larity of the activation energy of Si didusion in Ge and Ge self-diffusion is suggestive of a 

similar diffusion mechanism for both the processes. 

It is well known that boron shows a diffusion behaviour which is opposite to all other 

dopants as well as to Ge diffusion in Si-rich Si-Ge alloys. As an implication of the present 

study to B diSusion in Si-Ge alloys, it seems highly unlikely that a changeover of diffusion 

mechanism occurs as a function of Ge content in the alloy spectrum. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 His tory 

In 1947, the Erst junction transistor waa built on germanium. Subsequent research concen-

trated mainly on achieving higher levels of material purity and improving device performance. 

By early 1950's germanium technology had advanced to produce rectifiers and transistors on 

an industrial scale. DiAision, being an important process in junction formation, wag studied 

for various dopants using p-n junction and radiotracer methods available at the time. Sihcon 

was also researched aa an alternative material which then wag relatively difficult to purify 

because of its higher melting point and vuhierabihty to oxidation. Soon it was realised that 

native oxide of silicon could be utilised as a masking layer for impurity doping and also as 

a useful shield against contamination. On the other hand, germanium oxide was soluble in 

water and decomposes at higher temperature. The higher bandgap of sihcon provided fur-

ther advantages of higher operating temperatures and lower junction leakage currents. These 

advantages, coupled with industrial demands, shifted the research interest towards sihcon 

based devices. Meanwhile, usage of germanium wag confined to detectors, power transistors 

and substrates for III-V solar cells. 

Recently, germanium hag made a comeback! During lagt ten years the interest of research 

community has switched towards a new material silicon-germanium (Si-Ge). Silicon and 

germanium are miscible over the entire alloy composition range. The two materials possess 

very similar lattice constants but difFer in other important properties such as electron &: 

hole mobility and band gap [1], Thus by adding a suitable amount of one into the other, 

such properties can be tailored. The major advantage of Si-Ge is its compatibihty with 

the existing silicon technology. Today, a variety of apphcations for Si-Ge material with up 

to 70% germanium can be found. Quite recently, a germanium channel based MOSFET 

(Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) has been proposed and fabricated with 

some success [2]. 
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1.2 Mot ivat ion for this work 

Realisation of the potential of Si-Ge aa a better alternative for a variety of devices haa led to 

an intensification of research into the material. Diffusion processes which influence electrical 

behaviour of semiconductors form an integral part of the device technology. Quantification of 

dopant diffusion and understanding the responsible diffusion mechanisms is very important 

for optimisation and development of new Si-Ge based devices. Thus self- and dopant diEusion 

in Si-Ge alloys is currently being researched extensively. 

Boron is an important p-type dopant in both silicon and Si-Ge alloys. Its diffusion be-

haviour in silicon haa been investigated immensely in the past and in Si-Ge alloys (up to 

^25% germanium) more recently. It is interesting to note that with addition of germanium 

the diSusivity of boron in Si-Ge alloys has exhibited a reduction (for at least up to 50% 

germanium). In pure germanium, however, the reported values were several orders of mag-

nitude higher than in pure silicon. Whether this reduction is a long range strain, composition 

or mixed e&ct of both, is still debated although many experiments have been carried out 

aiming to resolve this issue (see Chap. 3). Understanding boron diSusion in Si-Ge as a 

function of germanium concentration requires a sound knowledge of its diSusion behaviour 

in pure germanium [3], especially given that another important dopant, antimony, does not 

behave similarly to boron in Si-Ge alloys. Thus a comprehensive study of boron diffusion in 

germanium was deemed important. 

A review of hterature shows that boron diSusion in germanium has not been investigated 

sufficiently. In fact, the main studies were conducted about three decades ago when diffusion 

was commonly quantified using electrically active impurity concentrations only. Incremental 

resistance and pn-junction proSUng, which are somewhat crude by today's standards, were 

the techniques used at that time. Today, with advances in technology, characterisation 

techniques such as Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) are available which can measure 

the true elemental concentration of impurities directly. Furthermore we are able to exploit 

ion implantation as a way of introducing controlled amounts of impurities into the substrate 

in place of rudimentary techniques used m previous studies. 

During device formation Si-Ge alloys are exposed to high temperatures. Thus an un-

derstanding of self-dlSusion in these alloys also becomes relevant. Although germanium 

diEusion in sihcon and Si-Ge alloys has been studied in the past and also quite recently 

(see Sec. 3.2.1), silicon diffusion in Si-Ge and pure germanium has not been explored well 

enough. Thus combining the advanced techniques of ion Implantation and high resolution 

SIMS, eEorts have also been undertaken to examine silicon dlEusion in germanium. Due to 

the very similar nature of silicon and germanium this study may help to shed some light on 

self-diffusion processes in Si-Ge alloys. 



1.3 Organisat ion of work 

This dissertation has been organised as follows: 

Chapter 2 is a general introduction to the subject of diffusion. Here an attempt is 

made to describe various kinds of defects found in semiconductors which are thought to be 

responsible for diffusion. The chapter outlines basic diSusion theory, relevant concepts and 

related mathematics. Possible mechanisms for dopant and self-diffusion in semiconductors 

are also discussed brieHy. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to a review of literature. Starting with a review of self- and impurity 

diffusion in silicon, it develops with a discussion on dopant and self-diffusion in germanium. 

A discussion on self- and impurity diffusion in Si-Ge alloys is also included. Studies involving 

boron implantation into germanium wUl also be examined. 

Chapter 4 is an appraisal of the experimental techniques. Since ion implantation is 

the method used to introduce boron and silicon in germanium wafers in this study, this 

chapter deals with the basics of implantation and also a brief mathematical formulation 

used to express impurity profile after implantation. Discussion of the principle technique 

used for analysis, i.e. SIMS, forms second part of this chapter. It also outlines the method 

of obtaining concentration pro&les from the raw SIMS data. The comphcations faced in 

annealing germanium and the measures taken to overcome the di&culties are also detailed. 

The experimental program for implantation in germanium is described in chapter 5. The 

results of boron and silicon implantation in germanium are presented and discussed. 

Chapter 6 outlines the experimental program for the diEusion study. The obtained 

diSusion results for boron as well as silicon are then analysed and discussed in detail. The 

implications of this study on boron diEusion in Si-Ge alloys is discussed and a consistent 

picture in the light of our measurement is attempted. 

Finally chapter 7 forms the conclusions and suggests possible directions for future work 

in this area. 



Chapter 2 

Diffusion: theory, mechanisms and 

concepts 

Atomic di&ision is a phenomenon by which atoms move in the lattice. Usually, the movement 

of atoms is due to a concentration gradient. Atoms move from high concentration to low 

concentration regions until a chemical equilibrium is reached. Self-diBrusion, however, occurs 

even in the absence of a concentration gradient. Thus, practically speaking, if one isotope 

of an element is migrating in the matrix of another isotope of the same element, the process 

would be described as e.g. diffusion of ^̂ Ge in ^^Ge. If atoms of one element 

diSuse in the matrix of another element it is known as e.g. diffusion of 

boron in germanium or silicon. The measurement of diSusion is possible only if there is a 

detectable difference between the host and the diSusing atoms. 

2.1 Defects in semiconductors 

All real crystals are imperfect due to the presence of defects. Defects fall into point, line or 

planar categories. Depending on the abundance of these defects, they may strongly affect 

the diffusion process. Point defects are further classihed broadly into (a) intrinsic defects 

which are native to the crystal e.g. vacancies and interstitials, and (b) extrinsic defects, 

induced by Impurities e.g. doping or by non-equihbrium processes like ion-implantation. A 

point defect can be or oagocmited with an impurity/host atom. 

2.1.1 Intrinsic point defects 

At hnite temperatures, lattice atoms undergo continuous vibrations around their equilibrium 

lattice positions. In the process some atoms may acquire enough energy to detach themselves 

from a regular lattice site to form intrinsic defects. An absence of an atom from a regular 

lattice site is called a vacancy and is denoted by y (also known as a 5'cAô t̂y The 

presence of a self atom out of a regular lattice site is called a self-interstitial and is denoted 



2. IHFJFUSfOJV; Ĵ OBClff/LhrKSAfSvSJVI) CCthnGBĵ GTS 

Impurity on substitutional site Impurity interstitial 

Self interstitial 

Frenkel defect 

Schottky defect 

Lattice atoms 

Fzgure Two dzmemiona/ represeMWzon o/%;onowa pomt (fe/ec^s pregen^ m aem%-

coMduĉ ora. TTieae de/ec^ azie m oZZ reaZ cn/g^ak ancf tAezr coMcen r̂atzon 

ma?/ m/Zuence (/te pziocega a%gn2̂ con%. 

by 7 (see Pig. 2.1). A f̂ eMA;eZ de/ec( is said to be formed when a host atom occupies an 

interstitial position adjacent to a vacancy. Prenkel defects are generally very mistable. Unless 

the generated vacancy and the interstitial are separated immediately, they annihilate each 

other due to thermally activated movement. The vacancies and self-interstitials may exist 

in various charge states. Por example, a vacancy can act aa an acceptor by acquiring an 

electron as 

V e ^ V . 

More than doubly charged states are, however, thermodynamically unstable in silicon and 

germanium [4]. 

A concept of de/eck (V, / ) has also been introduced by Seeger ef aZ. [4] 

to explain some experimental observations of diffusion in silicon and germanium. In this 

conhguration, the distortion introduced by a point defect is distributed over many lattice 

sites. 

2.1.2 Extrinsic point defects 

Impurity atoms, added intentionally or even unintentionally to a semiconductor, form extrin-

sic point defects. They can occupy either regular lattice sites (substitutional) or interstitial 

sites. We denote a dopant atom at a substitutional site by A and one at an interstitial site 

as v4;. A simplified configuration of impurity atoms at substitutional and interstitial sites is 

depicted in Fig. 2.1. Impurity atoms are easily ionised when they are in a different matrix to 
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their own and can interact with native defects already present in the crystal. Even a small 

fraction of such defects can a^ect the electrical properties of semiconductors signi&cantly. 

Another configuration of the interstitial defect has been suggested and is named 

[6]. In this conEguration, two non-substitutional atoms are located about a regular 

lattice site. Practically, it is difficult to differentiate between an interstitial and interstitialcy 

configuration. 

If the intrinsic defect concentration and/or impurity doping is too high, defect-impurity 

pairs or larger complexes may form. These complexes can also aEect the self- or impurity 

diffusion. The diffusion phenomenon occurring via such pairs is known ag [6]. 

A dopant in a lattice may occupy a substitutional site next to a vacancy and form a 

pair which is designated here by Ay. In the interstitialcy defect conSgura-

tion, if one of the atoms is a dopant atom, the defect is known ag a pair 

which is symbohsed by v47. 

2.1.3 Thermodynamics of point defects 

2.1.3.1 Equilibrium concentration 

At any temperature, a hnite concentration of native point defects (vax:ancies and interstitials) 

exists in thermal equilibrium with the lattice. Such dynamic equilibrium displays the fact 

that these defects minimise the free energy of the crystal. The equihbrium concentration of 

a defect species %, C^ (X = V or 7), can be written as [7] 

C* X Cz,l9x exp 
G 

A;T 
Cf,gx exp 4 

k 
exp 

-H X 

AT 
(2.1) 

where Cf, is number of available lattice sites in the crystal, is the number of degrees 

of freedom of the defect on a lattice site, and are the Gibb's free energy, en-

tropy and enthalpy of formation of the defect respectively. The variables A; and T are 

Boltzmann's constant and absolute temperature, respectively. Equilibrium defect concen-

tr at ions in elemental semiconductors are smaller than that in pure metals [4]. Various direct 

experiments have been performed to measure defect concentrations in semiconductors [7]. 

Information on point defect properties of semiconductors can also be obtained from metal 

(such as Au, Cu) or dopant diffusion experiments rather indirectly [8]. 

If the defect exist as an impurity-point defect pair (AJ(̂ , = V or i . A), then the thermal 

equilibrium concentration of such pairs is given by [6] 

C* AX Cl 
exp 

kT 
(2.2) 

where is the binding energy of the AY defect, Cjy the concentration of point defect 

which are not associated with dopants, the number of equivalent ways for AY defect 

^Strictly speaking, the term interstitialcy was first used by Seitz [5] to explain a diffusion mechanism. 
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formation at a particular site and C/ the concentration of impurity atoms. A positive 

binding energy rejects that the formation energy of a point defect is lowered in the proximity 

of dopant atoms. Thus the formation energy of the native point defects is affected by the 

presence of impurity atoms. 

2.1.3.2 Charged defect concentrations 

As stated earlier, point defects may also exist in a number of charged states. Due to acceptor 

or donor nature of dopants, a Coulombic interaction between charged defects and ionised 

dopants may become significant and affect diffusion. The formation energy of a charged 

defect depends on the energy level of the particular defect in the band gap, denoted in the 

following by Ex, relative to the Fermi level. The concentration of a charged defect which is 

not associated with dopant atoms can be written as [6] 

E x - - Ey Cx-
Ĉ O 
Cx= 

Cxo 
Cx+ 
Cxo 

Cx++ 

exp 

exp 

exp 

exp 

kT 

Ex= + E x - — 2Ey 

E f 

kT 

2Ef — Ex++ ~ Ex+ 

where Ey is the Fermi level and 

C^o = C%,0xoGxp 
s-

k 
exp 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

A comparison of above equations with Eq. 2.1 shows that formation energy of a charged 

defect depends on its charge state as 

= cCo + ^ E 
/• (2.8) 

In above equations we have assumed that defects exist only in Ave charged states denoted 

by We also note that whereas equilibrium concentration of neutral 

defect is independent of the Fermi level, the charged defect concentration depends on the 

Fermi level and energy level of the defect in the band gap. As a consequence the concentration 

of charged point defects and hence the total point defect concentration can be manipulated 

by doping (i.e. changing the Fermi level). 

Under extrinsic doping conditions the Fermi level changes its position depending on the 

type and extent of doping. Assuming that Fermi level changes its values from Ej- under 

intrinsic case to Ey under extrinsic case, a change in the concentration of charged defect X" 

can be expressed as 
(Cx-
(C 

= exp 
X-

(2.9) 



(2.10) 
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Using the relation n,/ni = exp[—(Ey — Ey)/A;T'] the above relation can be written aa 

(Cx-) ^ 2 
(C^_)' Mi' 

Here n and rij are the electron concentration in the n-doped and intrinsic semiconductors re-

spectively. Above argmnent can be applied to all possible charge states. Thus by generalising 

the above idea, we obtain the following equations 

Cx" n Cx= 

(Cx-)' (Cx=)' 

Cx+ p Cx++ 
(C;,+ )' (Cx++)' 

These equations show that concentrations of negatively charged point defects are higher in 

n-type material as compared to intrinsic material. Similarly positively charged point defect 

prevail in highly p-doped material. This result can be utilised to detect the charged defect 

involved in diEusion by changing the defect concentration and looking at its eSect on diSusion 

of impurities. It is difficult, however, to determine which kind of point defect (vacancy or 

interstitial) is involved in diffusion. 

Another phenomenon which aEects the intrinsic carrier concentration and hence the 

charged defect concentration is the Band-gaps of semiconductors are 

influenced by temperature as well as doping. The intrinsic carrier concentration, Mi, changes 

with the temperature as 

Mi = \ / N c N y exp , (2.11) 

where and Ny are the density of states in the conduction and valence band respectively 

and Eg is the bandgap. Increase of temperature and doping reduces the bang-gap [1]. Both 

these factors change the intrinsic carrier concentration and hence affect the charged defect 

concentration according to Eq. 2.10. The eSect of band-gap narrowing on charged defect 

concentration due to temperature (as well as doping) can be understood in terms of decrease 

in the gap between the defect level and Fermi level assuming that defect levels remain 5xed 

with respect to band edges [6]. 

2.2 Diffusion mechanisms 

The most important step in understanding diffusion is to identify the dominant diffusion 

mechanisms. DiSusion of self-atoms is considered relatively simple as the atoms involved are 

identical. Impurity atoms, on the other hand, have diSerent sizes and electronic properties 

compared to the host atoms. DiSrusion mechanisms have been classiSed as and 

mechanisms [8], on the basis of whether or not they require intrinsic defects as diEusion 

vehicles. 
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2.2.1 Direct diffusion mechanisms 

In the simplest case of an ideal crystal where all the lattice sites are occupied, the only way 

atoms can move to neighbouring sites is via an exchange of their respective positions. This 

mechanism is known as the direct exchange mechanism and is illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The 

direct exchange mechanism can occur for impurity atoms incorporated substitutionally in 

the same way as for self-atoms. This mechanism can also occur in the form of a ring exchange 

of atoms. Direct exchange mechanism requires a high energy due to large lattice distortion 

associated with it and hence is less probable. 

Atoms whose equilibrium position is an interstitial site (especially small sized atoms) can 

jump from one interstice to the other. Such a mechanism is called an mec/zanzam 

and is marked as process 1 in Fig. 2.2. Atoms using this mechanism diEuse fast as the 

probability of a jump site being empty is very high. The process requires small amount of 

energy. 

o o o o o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o o o o o 
Figure .̂,2." Dzyiect mec/ionzams. MecAanwm 61/ ^ w 

2.2.2 Indirect diffusion mechanisms 

Indirect diffusion of atoms requires intrinsic defects as diEusion vehicles. Vizcanc;/ and m-

(era^z îafcy are the mechanisms that come in this category. The vacancy mechanism occurs 

as a result of a substitutional (self- or impurity) atom moving into an adjacent available va-

cant lattice site. A two dimensional representation of this mechanism is presented Fig. 2.3. 

This relatively simple mechanism is known to be responsible for self-diffusion in most closed 
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Q — ~ 0 

Figure 2.3: Schematic of the vacancy mediated mechanism for impurity diffusion. 

The open circles represent lattice atoms while the shaded circle represents impurity 

atom. The impurity atom makes a substitutional jump into the vacancy present at 

next lattice site leaving its own lattice site vacant. 

packed metals. Since this mechanism involves the movement of only one atom, it is energet-

ically favoured over the direct exchange mechanisms. In the case of impurity atom diffusion, 

the vacancy has to travel close to an impurity atom. If there exist sufficient binding between 

a dopant atom (̂ 4) and a vacancy, they may diffuse as pair {AV). For a progressive diffusion 

step via the vacancy mechanism in a diamond lattice, the pair has to separate and the va-

cancy has to move away to at least its third nearest neighbour site in order to return along 

a different path as shown in Fig. 2.4. 

Figure 2.4-' Representation of diffusion via a vacancy in diamond lattice. The dopant 

atom denoted hy D can exchange site with a vacancy at position 1 and make a 

diffusion step. However if a dopant vacancy pairing exists then to make a progressive 

diffusion step the vacancy has to follow 1 —s- 2 ^ 3 —̂  2' ^ 1' to return to dopant 

via a different path. 

The other indirect diffusion mechanism involving the self-interstitials point defects is the 

interstitialcy mechanism. In this mechanism, the impurity atom shares a lattice position 
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with self-atom and makes a diffusion jump by changing from one interstitialcy position to 

other as shown in the jump sequence presented in Fig. 2.5. An important difference between 

the interstitialcy and pure interstitial mechanism is that the latter does not involve any self-

interstitials. The vacancy and the interstitialcy mechanism may even operate simultaneously 

in the crystal. 

Figure 2.5: Schematic of the interstitialcy mechanism for impurity diffusion. The 

open and the shaded circles represent the lattice and the impurity atoms, respec-

tively. In this mechanism the dopant-interstitialcy defect does not need to dissociate 

completely but a diffusion jump can still be made. 

Impurity atoms can occupy either interstitial or substitutional sites in the host lattice 

depending on their size and solubility. They then may migrate via substitutional-interstitial 

mechanisms, categorised as kick-out and dissociative mechanisms. These mechanisms are 

represented in Fig. 2.6. An important feature of these mechanisms which distinguishes 

them from other direct or indirect mechanisms is that the impurity atoms migrate very fast 

while located at interstitial sites in the lattice and move long distances in the lattice before 

occupying a substitutional site. In the kick-out mechanism [9], a self-interstitial may kick-

out an impurity substitutional atom into an interstitial position while the self-interstitial 

occupies the lattice site previously occupied by impurity atom. This mechanism can be 

expressed as 

Ag +1 Ai, 

where Ai represents the interstitial impurity atom, J the self-interstitial and Ag the substi-

tutional atom. While in the interstitial position, impurity atom diffused by hopping from 

one interstitial site to another until it returns to a substitutional site by kicking-out a host 

atom from a lattice site and replacing its position. In the dissociative mechanism, sometimes 

known as the Frank-Turnbull mechanism [10] the transition between a substitutional and 

interstitial site involves a vacancy as 

A, AI -H V. 

The reaction represents formation of a Frenkel pair in forward and recombination in reverse 

direction. Once again the impurity atom diffuses fast while in the interstitial position. The 
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Figure 2.6: Dissociative and kick-out mechanisms are marked by (1) and (2) re-

spectively. In these mechanisms, elements diffuse interstitially in the lattice and 

eventually either occupy a vacant lattice site or kick-out a host atoms and become 

substitutional. 

difference between kick-out and dissociative mechanisms is the way in which the impurity 

atoms interchange between interstitial and substitutional states. 

2.3 Ma thema t i c s of diffusion 

Mathematical foundation on diffusion was first given by Pick. Pick's first law states that flux 

of a species Jx, is proportional to its concentration gradient measured normal to the area. 

Accordingly, under one dimensional flow, the flux can be written as 

Jx — -D-
dx 

(2.12) 

where C{x, t) is the concentration of diffusing species as a function of position and time, and 

D, the constant of proportionality, known as the diffusion coefficient or diffusivity of the 

species. The negative sign in the equation indicates that the direction of flow is from high 

to low concentration. 

Applying the law of conservation of matter, the change in concentration with time is 

equal to the rate of change of flux (in absence of a source or sink). Mathematically, this 

statement is 
c)C(2,f) _ Gl/s a (2 13) 

dt 
dJx _ / dC{x,t) 
dx dx V dx 

Por atomic diffusion in semiconductors, the diffusivity can be considered to be independent 

of concentration if the semiconductor is intrinsically doped. Above equation then simplifies 
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to 

% ^ ^ ^ 

which is known as Pick's second law. Since it is easier to measure concentration than flux, 

diffusivity is extracted by solving Eq. 2.14 rather than Eq. 2.12 either analytically or numer-

ically subjected to various initial and boundary conditions [11]. 

2.3.1 Atomic diffusion coefficient 

Diffusion occurs as a result of random motion of atoms which are thermally activated. This 

makes the diSusion coefficient strongly temperature dependent. Ideally, the di&ision coeS-

cient of an impurity species or self-atoms obeys Arrhenius law. For self-diffusion 

Dself = -Do exp . (2.15) 

Here Do is the or y7^uenci//ac(or in cm^/s, the energi/ in 

eV, k the Boltzmann's constant and T the absolute temperature. DQ is related to the atomic 

jumping frequency and a jumping distance of the impurity or self-atoms [12]. Assuming only 

one kind of defect (%: vacancy or interstitial) to be responsible for diffusion, the self-diffusion 

coefficient can also be expressed as 

D,g!/Cz = D x / C x . (2.16) 

Here Dx is the defect diffusivity, / the correlation factor, C% the defect concentration (given 

by Eq. 2.1), and Cl the number of available lattice sites in the crystal. The correlation 

factor is related to the probability of a reverse jump in the direction it has come from. It haa 

values of 0.73 and 0.5 for self-diffusion in a diamond lattice by the interstitial and vacancy 

mechanism, respectively. The defect diffusivity is a microscopic quantity and can be 

expressed in terms of random movement of a defect: 

= g Go 0̂ exp (-AC^/AT) = g og z/Q exp (S^/A;) exp (-a3^/A:T), (2.17) 

where j f p and represent the enthalpy and entropy of migration of the defect re-

spectively, z/Q the attempt frequency of a jump, no the lattice parameter and g a geometric 

factor that takes the crystal structure into account. By combining Eqs 2.1, 2.16 and 2.17 we 

realise that the diffusion coefficient can be divided into two factors; one that takes care of de-

fect formation terms (S^,n^), and the other that accounts for defect migration (S^,H^). 

However, it should be mentioned that the two parts are correlated. There is a correlation 

between EA and DQ known as the Meyer-Neldel rule [13]. 

The form of Eq. 2.15 suggests that a semi-logarithmic plot of diffusion coefficient D, 

against inverse temperature (1/T) should yield a straight line and therefore it is possible 

to calculate DQ from its intercept and Eg from its slope. It should however be noted that 
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usually a large error is involved in the calculation of Dq due to the fact that the intercept is 

calculated by extrapolation. This conventional way of analysis helps to recognise the nature 

of the defect and diffusion mechanism involved. 

2.3.2 Activation energy of diffusion 

For self-diEusion via one type of defect, say vacancies, the substitution of and Cx from 

Eq. 2.17 and Eq. 2.1 in Eq. 2.15 results in the following expression for the activation energy 

= + (2.18) 

Hence the activation energy is the sum of formation and migration energies of the defect 

responsible for diffusion. This assessment is for the simplest case when self-diffusion occurs 

only via one kind of defect. When self-diffusion involves multiple defect species one has to 

improve Bq. 2.16 accordingly to include the effect of other defects. In the caae of impurity 

diSusion, additional terms accounting for interaction between defects and impurity atoms 

also need to be introduced. 

It is believed that the impurity atoms can diSuse when they are in one of their defect 

states such as impurity-vacancy pair, impurity-interstitialcy or impurity-interstitial pair. For 

the diffusion of an impurity A, the measured diffusivity Da can be divided in contributions 

from the vacancies and interstitials as [6] 

+ -Dyi/ = -7^, (2 19) 

where dx/ represent the diffusivity of impurity-defect pair. The diEusivity of the pairs 

can be expressed by an equation similar to Eq. 2.17 as 

ĉ AX = / g oo i/Q exp /k) exp , (2.20) 

where 5"^ and now represent the entropy and enthalpy of migration of the impurity-

defect pair. The impurity concentration Cyi and the concentration of associated defects 

are associated by Eq. 2.2. However, it should be mentioned that under dilute concentration 

approximation the associated defect concentration (CA%) would not exceed the isolated 

dopant concentration (Cŷ ) [6]. Substituting Eq. 2.2 and Bq. 2.20 in Eq. 2.19, the diffusion 

coefEcient of an impurity associated with a point defect can be written as 

^AX = -Do exp , (2.21) 

where the measured activation energy is the sum of formation and migration energies of the 

impurity-defect complex (.AA") which is expressed aa 

^AX = % + ^ L - (2.22) 
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According to Hu's analysis [14], the activation energy term for impurity diffusion via 

vacancy can be decomposed as 

= (2.23) 

where E^y represents the binding energy of an A y defect. The migration barrier for a 

vacancy associated with an impurity can be decomposed in terms of vacancy migration 

energy binding energy of impurity vacancy complex and potential energy 

of vacancy when the vacancy is at the third nearest neighbour site i.e. 

(2.24) 

Thus one finds that the difference between the activation energy for self- and impurity 

diSrusion via the vacancy mechanism can be given by subtracting Bq. 2.23 from Eq. 2.18 

= A E l y , (2.25) 

where A E^y is the potential energy difference between the vacancy being very far away 

and at third nearest neighbour site from the impurity atom^. 

Above equation describes the correlation between the activation energy for self- and 

impurity diffusion via the vacancy mechanism. One can observe that although the presence 

of an impurity reduces the formation energy of a defect in the vicinity of the impurity, it 

increases the migration energy by the same amount due to formation of a impurity vacancy 

complex. The above equation suggests that for self- and impurity diffusion occurring via the 

vacancy mechanism, the activation energy for impurity diffusion may be smaller than that 

for self-diffusion [14]. This analyses highlights the importance of the interaction potential. 

Fahey et o/. [6] have emphasised that the strength and long or short range nature of the 

interaction potential must determine the dominance of vacancy mechanism for impurity 

diffusion. 

A brief comment on the interaction between an impurity and a defect is required here. 

Basically two kinds of interactions exist: one is the Coulombic interaction between an ionised 

impurity and a charged point defect. The other is the elastic attraction due to the difference 

in bonding radii between the impurity and the lattice atom. Conceptually, it is di&cult 

to speak of Coulombic interaction imless one assumes that the impurity and defects are 

separated by many lattice sites [6]. For elastic interactions, one can visualise that a large 

sized impurity may relieve the elastic stress by being closer to a vacancy than an interstitial 

atom. Similarly an impurity atom smaller than the host atoms would prefer to be in the 

vicinity of an interstitial point defect. Although the elastic interactions are highly probable, 

one can not explain all experimental observations on self- and dopant diffusion by appealing 

to such interactions alone [6]. 

^For a linear potential, a correction to this term has been suggested by Dunham et al. [15] 
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A similar analysis ag above but for the case when interstitial mediated mechanism is 

responsible for both impurity and self-diffusion leads to the following equation for activation 

energy of impurity dlEusion 

= (2.26) 

We see that the presence of an impurity changes the formation energy of the defect in the 

impurity's vicinity. Expressing — Ej + Ef- as activation energy for self-diffusion via 

an interstitial mediated mechanism, one can write the diEerence between activation energy 

of self- and impurity diffusion as 

- Ex; = (ET - (2.27) 

There lies a fundamental diEerence in the way vacancy and interstitial mediated mechanisms 

operate with the help of the respective point defect: For the vacancy mechanism, the defect-

impurity complex (Ay) need to dissociate, at least partially, to complete a diSrusion process 

in the forward direction as shown in Fig. 2.4. On the other hand a successful jump with 

the interstitialcy mechanism would not require that the defect-impurity complex (A/) must 

dissociate [6]. Thus there exist no relationship between the quantities EJ^ and E'^j unlike 

in the case of the vacancy mechanism. 

On the basis of above analysis, we can draw the following conclusion: If self-diEusion 

occurs by the vacancy mechanism, the measured activation energy for self- and impurity 

diffusion should be similar (within experimental errors) for impurities diffusing by the same 

mechanism unless AE^y significantly differs from zero due to large Coulombic interaction 

or elastic forces. For the case when interstitialcy mechanism is responsible for self- and im-

purity diffusion, one can expect to End diEerent values for the activation energy for diEerent 

impurities unless a relationship between binding and migration energies of the impurity-

defect complex exist. For the case where dopant diEusion occurs by a mechanism other than 

self-diEusion, the situation becomes very complex. 

2.3.3 Doping effects on diffusivity 

As discussed in Sec. 2.1, defects may exist in various charged states. The concentration 

of defects can be altered by varying the Fermi level via doping. Under extrinsic dopant 

diEusion conditions, not only does the defect concentration change but a drift component is 

also introduced due to the gradient of ionised dopant concentration. The combined effect 

makes the diEusion process concentration dependent. 

We consider a simple case of self-diEusion occurring by the monovacancy mechanism 

in which the monovacancies exist in neutral, singly positive and singly negative charged 

state. Self-diffusivity Dggfy, for the case when neutral (V), singly charged acceptor (y^) 

and singly charged donor (y""") states of vacancy are participating in impurity diEusion in 
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intrinsic material is given by [16] as, 

JO,!;/ = ^ (jDi/n/li + . (2.28) 

Here Dy, Dy- and Dy+ are the diEusivities of the indicated vacancy charged states; [V],, 

and [y"""]; (z represents the intrinsic material) are the vacancy concentration in various 

charged states expressed aa site faction. The factor 1/2 accounts for the correlation factor 

for diffusion via vacancy mechanism in diamond lattice. This expression can be written in a 

simpler form as [16] 

with 

= + (2.29) 

D° = -Dy[y] i , D = - D y - [ y ]i, and D+ = -Z)y+[y+]i. 

Doping of semiconductor will change charged vacancy concentration according to Eq. 2.11. 

Hence the Enal expression for self-diEusion in the extrinsic material takes the form 

= + (2.30) 

Since vacancies and interstitials can be found in multiple charged states, above equation 

can be generalised as 

D „ „ = 0 ° + E ^ D'+ ' (2.31) 

where r represents the charged state, and Z)°, D''" and 2)''+ represent the intrinsic diSusivity 

of self-atom interacting with a neutral point defect, an ionised acceptor point defect and an 

ionised donor point defect, respectively. 

The above expression in its generalised form can be extended for impurity diEusion via 

various charges states as well where D''" and become impurity diSusion coeGcients 

associated with neutral, ionised acceptor and ionised donor charge state of defect involved 

under intrinsic conditions. Above expression is modihed further when the eSect of drift 

component of diffusion is introduced as well (see Ref. [6]). 



Chapter 3 

Literature review 

3.1 Diffusion in silicon 

3.1.1 Self-difFusion 

The initial measurements of silicon self-diffusion were made using a short-lived radiotracer 

isotope (half-life 2.6 h) deposited on sample surfEices. Concentration distributions were 

determined by sectioning using hand-lapping, electrochemical etching or sputtering tech-

niques [17, 18, 19, 20]. These methods limited the studies to a narrow temperature range 

close to the melting point as the sectioning methods required long diffusion lengths (in p,m 

range). Diffusing stable ^°Si into natural silicon [21] was a variation to this technique. After 

diSusion, was neutron-activated to and then prowled using chemical sectioning. Dif-

fused profiles of ^°Si were also measured by ion sputtering and mass spectroscopy. Another 

kind of experiment involved ^°Si ion implantation. Diffusion in this case was measured by 

a (p,'y)-resonance technique using the reaction ^°Si(p,''y)̂ ^P [22, 23]. Recently, isotope het-

erostructures (isotopically controlled multilayer structures) have been used for self-diffusion 

studies in conjunction with SIMS. The use of chemically pure and stable isotopes has allowed 

broader temperature ranges to be utilised and circumvent other experimental problems. As 

a result the accuracy of self-diGfusion experiments has been much improved by these studies. 

Voss et aZ. [24] have reported a novel technique to measure short-hved radioisotope con-

centrations. They have successfully applied it in the measurement of self-diffusion in Si-Ge 

alloys [25]. 

Table 3.1 gives silicon self-diffusion parameters from different diffusion studies along 

with the method used and the temperature range studied. There is considerable scatter in 

activation energy among earlier works reported. This scatter is suggested to be caused by 

numerous factors such as diEerence in oxygen content in the Czochralski-grown and Soat-zone 

silicon wafers, different methods utilised, and measurements in different temperature range. 

The values for activation energy vary from about 5 eV at temperatures close to melting point 

to about 4eV at lower temperatures. Similarly, a variation in pre-exponential coefficient (~10 

18 
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Temperature 

(cm^/s) (eV) range (°C) Technique Reference 

1800 4.77 1200-1400 Radiotracer, hand lapping [17] 

9000 5.13 1100-1300 Radiotracer, electrochemical sectioning [18, 19] 

1460 5.02 1047-1385 Radiotracer, sectioning by sputtering [20] 

1200 4.72 1178-1300 Radiotracer, chemical sectioning [21] 

8 4.1 900-1100 Implantation, (p, 'y)resonance of [22] 

154 4.65 855-1175 Implantation, SIMS [26] 

20 4.4 830-1200 Implantation, (p, "yjresonance of ^°Si [23] 

530 4.75 855-1388 Isotope heterostructures, SIMS [27] 

560 4.76 800-1100 Isotope heterostructures, SIMS [28] 

Th6Ze ,9.̂ .' VaZues o/pre-ezpoMen(%o//ac(or oncf aĉ wa(%on eMezy;/ /or 

azZicoM gey-di^a%on o6(ame(f /rom %;ano?/g â ucfzeg. T/iere w o /arge t;anâ %OM m 

t/ie dij^szoM pomme^era reĝ Ẑ̂ mg jrom d̂ ĝ eŷ en̂  ea;penmen(oZ conffi^iona. Aecen^ 

wo^ope Aê eroâ ruĉ wre me&surement; aeem agree guz(e we/Z eac/t o /̂ier. 

to ^9xl0^cm^/8) is observed. Seeger e( oZ. [4] explained the observed variation of activation 

energy at low and high temperatures on the basis that self-diffusion in silicon occurs via 

monovacancies at low temperature and via interstitials at higher temperature. To explain 

the large pre-exponential factor in silicon seE-diffusion compared to those of metals, they 

further argued that both monovacancies and seE-interstitiais were spread out over several 

atomic volumes. Further support for their arguments came with the observed difference in 

diSusion behaviour of group III and group V dopants and the doping dependence of silicon 

self-diSusion [8]. 

Pre-exponential factors and activation energies derived in more recent experiments using 

isotope heterostructures for sihcon seE-diffusion [27, 29, 30] agree well with each other [see 

Table 3.1]. Selective defect injection studies have shown that silicon self-diffusion is enhanced 

by injection of both vacancies and interstitials. Ural e( aZ. [30] have calculated the fractional 

contribution by interstitials for sihcon self-diSusion in temperature range 800-1100 °C using 

defect injection. It hag been found [30] that this fraction lies between 0.5 and 0.62 suggesting 

that contribution from vacancies and interstitials is almost equal. Further evidence have come 

from doping dependence studies. An enhancement in self-diffusivity value under extrinsic 

conditions (both n- and p-doping condition) [8, 31, 32, 33, 34] suggests that both the vacancy 

and the interstitial mechanisms operate simultaneously. Defect charge states responsible for 

diffusion have been partially recognised, but, the issue of the dominating mechanism at 

different temperatures has not been completely resolved. 

In addition, using theoretical calculations, attempts have been made to estimate the 

activation energy and predict the diffusion path for self-diffusion in sihcon. The activation 
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energy of interstitial mediated seE-diSusion hag been calculated to be ^3.5 eV using density 

functional theory local density approximation (DFT-LDA), and to be ~3.8eV using the 

PW91 generalised gradient approximation functions [35]. These values are significantly lower 

than the experimental estimates (4.95 eV by Bracht a/. [27] for interstitial mediated self-

difFusion). Calculations using diffusion quantum Monte Carlo methods have predicted the 

sum of formation and migration energy to be about 5 eV which lie closer to the experimental 

values [36]. 

3.1.2 Diffusion of group III and V elements 

Due to the technological importance, diEusion of group III and V dopants in silicon has been 

evaluated for various dopant source conditions. We shall not go into detail of these studies 

but try to present a brief picture of the current understanding. The mean values of activation 

energies for these dopants are shown in Table 3.2. These values have been reproduced from 

the review article by Fahey aZ. [6] but they do not represent the overall picture especially 

in the cage of the vastly studied dopant boron. 

The activation energy values of group V dopants, which are slightly higher than those 

of group III dopants, are closer to the activation energy of self-diffusion given in Table 3.1. 

Higher activation energy values for group V dopants (close to self-diffusion activation energy) 

than group III dopants suggests that the diEusion coeScients of group V elements he closer 

to self-diEusion and are lower than those of group III elements. 

Donor Activation energy (eV) Acceptor Activation energy (eV) 

P 3.51-3.67 B 3.25-3.86 

As 4.05-4.34 A1 3.36 

Sb 3.89-4.05 Ga 3.75 

In 3.60 

ene/gzeg o/ ZZ7 ancZ F (fopant; m gzZzcon Ae/. 

Group 7IT dopants possess Zower actwot^on energies as compared to group y doponts 

and Aence sAow /aster dz/uszon. 

In the cage of boron diEusion in siUcon, recent careful measurements which were con-

ducted in a relatively lower temperature range using samples protected by surface coatings, 

have revealed a small activation energy ^2.68 eV [37] as compared to previously believed 

value 3.46 eV [38]. Other reports have also shown activation energies comparable to those of 

Zangenberg [39, 40]. It should be noted however that despite the broad range of experiments 

performed, an agreement on activation energy is still lacking. 

However, on the issue of mechanisms responsible for diffusion, recent defect injection 

studies in silicon have a provided further understanding. Quantitatively, the mechanism 
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of dopant diEusion is expressed in terms of an interstitial fraction [6]. For dopants of 

commercial importance the dictated Hmits obtained from various studies are: 

0.8 < jfB/ <: 1, [8, 41] at 850 °(] (3.1) 

0 . 9 8 < / a 7 < l , [28]atlOOO°C, [42]at 800°C (3.2) 

0.94 < < 1, [6] at 1100 °C, [28] at 1000 °C (3.3) 

0.35 < /Aaz < 0.55, [28] at 1000 °C (3.4) 

0 < /gbz < 0.22, [6] at 1100 °C, [28] at 1000 °C, [42] at 800°C (3.5) 

Conventionally, the occurrence of one kind of mechanism in preference to the other is 

explained in terms of the covalent radii of the impurity atom. There seems to exist a 

correlation between covalent radii and //Lr at least for the group V and IV elements as 

shown by Frank aZ. [8]. As the dopant covalent radius increases, appears to decrease, 

a fact which makes intuitive sense ag there can be elastic attraction between an oversized 

impurity atom and a vacancy as well as repulsion with self-interstitial. The preference for the 

interstitial mechanism by group HI elements, however, is explained in terms of the Coulombic 

attraction between negatively charged acceptors and positively charged interstitials. 

In summary, there exists a large scatter in diffusion parameter for self- and dopant dif-

fusion in Si. The defect injection studies have been successful in identifying the dominating 

point defect responsible for self- and dopant diffusion and in some cases quantitative mea-

surements have been made. However, more careful investigation is still required to pinpoint 

the defect charge states and their individual contribution to diSusion. 

3.2 Diffusion in ge rman ium 

3.2,1 Self- and group IV elements 

Interest in self-diffusion studies in germanium has mainly been scientific. The availability of 

the germanium radioisotope ^̂ Ge with a half life of 11.2 days, has added to the success of self-

diSusivity measurement over a wide temperature range. Initially, conventional methods such 

as sectioning by grinding were used [43, 44] which limited the temperature range studied. 

Later, using ion beam sputtering for sectioning, diffusion temperature have been extended to 

small temperatures as well [45, 46]. Recently, isotope heterostructures studies in conjunction 

with SIMS have provided high precision measurements [47]. 

The activation energy and pre-exponential factor of self-diffusion in germanium from 

various studies are given in Table 3.3. Compared to self-diOrusion in silicon, more agreement 

in the diSusion parameters can be seen. In various studies, activation energies vary from 

2.95 to 3.14 eV and pre-exponential factors range from 7.8 to 44cm^/s. 
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(cm^/s) 

pself 

(eV) 

Temperature range 

r c ) Technique Reference 

7.8 2.95 766-928 Sectioning by grinding [43] 

32 3.1 750-870 Sectioning by grinding [44] 

44 3.12 731-915 Steigmann's method [48] 

10.8 2.99 731-915 Gruzin's absorption method [48] 

24.8 3.14 549-891 Sectioning by sputtering [45] 

13.6 3.09 535-904 Sectioning by sputtering [46] 

12 3.05 543-690 SIMS [47, 49] 

Va/uea o/pre-ea:;ponen(mZ/ac(or aW aĉ wo ẑon energ;/ /or 

germonmm 5e//-<iz^gion yh)m ?;or7oiw g(u&'es. TAere earzŝ  a Aê êr agreemem^ m 

5eZ/^(fi^azon pamme^erg /or germonmrn Âan /or g%/%coM. 5^reo<i moMoiiaconcy 

%g 6ê zefe<f (o 6e dommon^ (fe/ec( respoMS%6fe /or gei/-(Z%ĵ s%o?% m germanmm. 

The self-diffusion parameters in germanium are well represented by a single Arrhenius line 

in the whole temperature range studied. This led Seeger oZ. [4] to argue that germanium 

self-diSusion can be explained using only one type of intrinsic defect. The doping dependence 

of seE-diffusion in germanium was also explainable by aasumiug a monovacancy mediated 

process. The large pre-exponentiai factor compared to metals (by a factor of wag 

suggested to be due to a large entropy term which was related to the spreading out of a 

vacancy over several atoms volumes. 

We digress here a little from the current discussion and draw attention to remarks made 

by Seeger e( a/. [4] on the relative contributions by interstitial and vacancy defects to self-

diEusion in germanium and silicon. Using the idea of the (Ze/eĉ  Seeger e( a(. [4] 

were able to account for the high pre-exponential factor observed in the case of self-diSusion 

in both sihcon and germanium. Self-diSusion data of siHcon at high temperature were 

successfully accounted for by the extended interstitial model. Realising that both silicon and 

germanium contract on melting, they expanded the same idea to self-diEusion in germanium 

and estimated the energy and entropy of formation of such a defect in the germanium lattice. 

The contribution to the diffusion coe&cient of germanium at the melting point from extended 

self-interstitials was found to be negligible compared with the extrapolated experimental 

value. Hence they disregarded the extended interstitial mechanism for germanium self-

diffusion due to a very high formation energy and formation entropy of such a defect. Fig. 3.1 

taken from Ref. [4] represent the relative contributions of interstitials and vacancies in self-

diffusion in silicon and germanium as estimated by Seeger et al. Note that plot presented 

in Fig. 3.1 is only a schematic reproduction of the plot presented in Ref. [4] and does not 

contain experimental data. We note that there is a cross-over for self-diffusion coefficient for 

diffusion via interstitial and vacancy mechanisms in the case of silicon whereas for the case of 
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germanium self-diEusion, the contribution due to the interstitial mechaiiism is consistently 

lower than for the vacancy mechanism at all temperatures. Based on the concepts developed 

in Sec. 2.3.2 we may state that an element diSrusing via self-interstitials in germanium should 

show a behaviour similar to that of self-diBFusion via the interstitialcy mechanism i.e. the 

diSnsivity values should be smaller than measured self-diSusion in germanium. 

Ge via vacancy mechanism 
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We continue our discussion on self-diffusion in germanium. Doping effects on self-diffusion 

in germanium have also been studied [44, 45, 46]. It was concluded in all studies that n-

doping increases self-diffusivity while p-doping reduces it. Assuming that self-diffusion in 

germanium occurs by monovacancies and that the vacancy in germanium exist in a neutral 

and negatively charged or acceptor state, the observed result of enhancement (retardation) 

of the self-diffusion coeScient by n(p) doping can be easily explained [8]. Shaw [16] analysed 

the data of doping dependence of germanium from Valenta a/. [44] along with the isotope 

effect measurement on germanium (̂ ^Ge,̂ ^Ge at 900 °C by Campbell [50]) and calculated a 

value of 0.5 for the correlation factor which corresponds to self-diffusion in diamond lattice 

by the monovacancy mechanism. The argument of Hu [14] that for diffusion via the vacancy 

mechanism, decrease in diffusivity should be observed with increasing pressure was also 

confirmed in the studies of Werner et al. [46]. 

Studies involving Cu [51], Ni and Zn [52] and Au [53, 54] in germanium have provided 

indirect evidence on diffusion parameters for self-diffusion in germanium and are in good 

agreement with literature values obtained using direct measurements. Thus it is noted that 

there exists a strong evidence for monovacancies to be the dominant defect for self-diffusion 

in germanium. It should be emphasised in the hght of remarks made by Seeger of. [4] 

that an interstitial component of self-diffusion may also exist but it is bound to be smaller 

than the vacancy component at all temperatures. Therefore the interstitial component has 

not been observed in self-diffusion experiments. 

Theoretical studies on self-diffusion in germanium have been Hmited. Density functional 

theory calculations for self-diffusion in germanium via vacancies, using the plane wave (PW) 

functional of the density functional theory have estimated an activation energy of ^2.4 eV 

which is about 1 eV below the experimental values [55]. A correction procedure based on the 

B3LYP functional was employed to improve the calculations. Although a better agreement 

with experimental values for the activation energy was observed, the agreement with cohesive 

energy was found to be far from acceptable [56]. Theoretical calculations on formation 

and migration energies of the defects in silicon as well as germanium can also be found 

in early literature [4, 16]. The sum of the formation and migration energy of vacancies 

is in reasonable agreement with experimental values of activation energy for germanium 

self-diffusion. However, the reliability of these early theoretical results is questionable. 

Among other group IV elements, we postpone the discussion on silicon diffusion in ger-

manium until a later section (Sec. 3.3) and instead consider another isovalent impurity, i.e. 

Sn. Prom literature, the activation energy for Sn diffusion in germanium seems to vary be-

tween 2.68-3.26 eV [57, 58, 59, 60]. Within experimental uncertainties these values are in 

good agreement with those for self-diffusion in germanium. On the basis of similar activation 

energies, it has been argued that Sn diffusion in germanium occurs by the same mechanism 

as self-diffusion. 



3.2.2 Group III e lements 

Due to lack of commercial interest in germanium, diffusion studies of group III dopants have 

not been enthusiastically followed. Among group III elements, we discuss the results of Al, 

Ga and In diffusion in germanium and postpone discussing boron diffusion to later in the 

section. 

Table 3.4 gives an overview of the diffusion parameters available for group III elements in 

germanium. We notice a variation of more than 1 eV in activation energies for Al and In. We 

5nd larger variations in the pre-exponential factors which can be expected due to Do being 

calculated by extrapolating the Arrhenius line. However, one is obviously concerned about 

the reliability of the data due to such variations in measured activation energies. Due to the 

diSculties of annealing germanium at high temperatures and also the material's vulnerability 

to oxidation and contamination it is no surprise that large variations in diffusion parameters 

are seen. 

Activation energy Pre-exponential factor 

Acceptor (eV) (cm^/s) 

Al 2.2-3.45 9.8xlO-'^-lxlO^ 

Ga 3.0-3.31 10-1.4x10^ 

In 2.47-3.63 lO-l.SxlO^ 

TktWe ,9..̂ .' VizZweg o/ and enev-g;/ o/ 

gmwp 777 m germoMmm. Vokes are (aAen TZe/. /J?y. 

Sodervall et aZ. [61] also studied the isotope effect of Ga diffusion in germanium and 

argued that the observed isotope effect for self-diffusion in germanium can also be brought 

in agreement by assuming diffusion via relaxed interstitials. However, their measurements of 

the isotope effect of Ga, although slightly lower than that of self-diffusion, can be reconciled 

with the relaxed vacancy model for impurity diffusion. It should be mentioned that group 

III elements in germanium are believed to diffuse by the vacancy mechanism [8] although no 

direct evidence has been observed as e.g. by defect injection. 

Let us now move to literature data on boron diffusion in germanium. In the diffusion 

measurements performed by Dunlap [62] boron was pyrolytically deposited on germanium 

samples which were then heated to diffusion temperatures in ampoules fflled with argon. No 

mention of any surface damage or oxidation has been made. For boron diffusion an anoma-

lously high activation energy wag obtained as compared to other dopants studied. This was 

attributed to the fact that boron does not alloy easily with germanium and thus the de-

posited boron film does not make good contact with the underlying crystal. Poor adhesion 

has made boron diffuse slowly at lower temperature thus giving a higher value of activation 

energy. In the second study by Meer a/. [63], intrinsic germanium samples were sealed in 



ampoules containing germanium powder doped with boron. Due to di&culties in the prepa-

ration of boron doped germanium powder a surface concentration of only 5x 10̂ ® atoms/cm^ 

was obtained. However, an important feature of this study was the successful application of 

SiOg and SigNzt films as diffusion masks for germanium. 

Dunlap [62] used the pn-junction method to measure bulk diffusion whereas Meer et 

al. [63] used incremental sheet resistance via four-point probe method. The diffusion param-

eters have not been provided in the original articles but have been calculated by Stolwijk 

[57] and are listed in Table 3.5. 

Do Ea Temperature D (800 °C) Experimental 

(cm^/s) (eV) i#nge(°C) (cm^/s) technique Reference 

6x108 4.5 700-900 4.4x10"^^ pn-junction [62] 

9.5x10^ 4.5 760-850 6.9x10-^^ Incr. sheet resistance [63] 

TabZe /ac^or Do, and ene/gi/ /or boron 

dz^gzon m germonmm. TAe mê /io(f o/ temperature range o/ t/ie 

dẑ g'kszon ezperzment are ako prowtfecf. ATote a (f^erence o/ two or̂ fers o/ magnitude 

m (fZjQ'ugzon coe^czent at 800 °C. T/ie data Aaa 6een caZcu/ated t/ie v4rrAenmg 

curue in orz'gmaZ artzcZea by 5'toZŵ 'A; 

We End disagreement in the diGFusivity at 800 °C which is greater than 2 orders of magni-

tude. This difference in diffusivity comes mainly due to the difference in the pre-exponential 

factors since surprisingly the same value of activation energy has been calculated. However, 

this value is about ^1.5 eV higher than the measured self-diAision activation energy for 

germanium and hes close to that of self-diEusion in silicon. 

On the mechanism front, we have noted that there exist some direct as well as indirect 

evidence for self-atoms in germanium to diffuse primarily via vacancies. For group IV ele-

ments tin(Sn) and silicon, and group IH elements it has been argued on the basis of similarity 

between activation energy for impurity and self-diEusion that diEusion occurs primarily via 

the vacancy mechanism. Since the activation energy for boron is higher that other group 

III elements or self-diffusion, doubt on the dominance of the vacancy mechanism for boron 

diffusion in germanium can be casted. Due to this anomaly of boron diffusion with other 

group III elements as well as differences observed in previous studies, an investigation with 

a better measurement technique is highly desirable. 

3.2.3 Group V elements 

Major work on P, As and Sb diffusion in germanium has been performed mainly using 

electrical methods. Table 3.6 gives the range of activation energy and pre-exponential factor 

for diffusion of group V elements in germanium as given by Stolwijk [57]. Mention should 
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Activation energy Pre-exponential factor 

Acceptor (eV) (cm^/s) 

P 2.1-3.1 9x10-^- 3.3x10^ 

As 2.2-2.5 0.71 - 1.5x10^ 

Sb 2.08-2.9 0.22 - 5x10^ 

Ta6(e 6".̂ ; Viifues o/pre-eipoTientW/actor an,(f acfwation emergi/ /or 

gTDwp y (fopanta m germonmm. TAe ifofues avs (o&en yrom Ae/. /̂ ?y. 

also be made on limited but recent studies on these dopants in germanium. Phosphorus 

diffusion in germanium has shown a concentration dependent diffusion [64, 65] as in the case 

of silicon. Recent arsenic diffusion measurement using a GaAs over layer has also shown a 

concentration dependence [66] and this study held vacancies in neutral and doubly negative 

charge state responsible for arsenic migration in germanium. This argument was further 

confirmed by a limited temperature (450-550°C) measurement using implanted sources [67]. 

In another investigation on pressure effect on arsenic diffusion in germanium by Mitha 

e( aZ. [68], it was concluded on the basis of small negative activation volume calculated 

from pressure dependence of arsenic diffusion in germanium that its diffusion is not entirely 

mediated by vacancies. It was argued that if arsenic diArsion in germanium occurs via 

vacancy mechanism only then either the vacancy formation volume is unexpectedly low or 

the vacancy migration energy is quite high. They further speculated on the possibility of an 

interstitialcy mechanism for arsenic diGFusion bringing into doubt the view that diSusion of 

group III, IV or V elements in germanium is entirely vacancy dominated. 

Doping dependence of group V impurities have been studied by Valenta et al. [69]. It has 

been reported that for arsenic and antimony diAision in germanium, the doping dependence 

is similar to that for germanium self-diffusion i.e. n-doping enhances and p-doping reduces 

the diEusion of arsenic and antimony in germanium. This observation has been at least 

qualitatively explained by invoking a vacancy based diffusion model [4, 16]. It should be 

noted that similar doping dependence has been observed for a group 111 element indium 

in germanium. However for other group 111 elements the doping dependence has not been 

characterised. 

On a broader scale we note that the diffusion rate of donor impurities is higher than 

acceptor impurities in germanium as shown in Fig. 3.2. This observation has been also been 

explained using a monovacancy mechanism. Since vacancies in germanium are believed to 

be in acceptor state (negatively charged), they attract the positively ionised group V donor 

atoms. In addition to the elastic attraction of large group V elements towards vacancies, 

this Coulombic attraction increases the likelihood of a vacancy to be found in the neighbour-

hood of a donor atoms and thus increases the diffusion coeScient. The elastic component 

of attraction towards vacancies exists for large group III elements as well but since these 
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elements suifer a Coulombic repulsion from vacancies, the diSusion coefficients for group III 

elements are found to be lower than for group V elements. 

3.3 Diffusion in Si-Ge alloys 

The inspiration for this work came from the ever growing interest in Si-Ge alloys and the 

absence of data at the high germanium end. We will brieHy review the self-diffusion studies 

in Si-Ge alloys first and then try to understand dopant diffusion in Si-Ge especially B and 

Sb diffusion which is largely studied. 

3.3.1 Self-diffusion 

3.3.1.1 Diffusion of germanium in silicon 

Since self-diffusion is the simplest form of diffusion, its understanding is a key to model 

dopant diSusion. Let us consider germanium diEusion in pure silicon. Due to the sugges-

tion of McVay et al. [70] that germanium diffusion in silicon might be similar to sihcon 

self-diffusion there has been considerable interest in germanium diffusion in silicon owing 

to the possibility of using a relatively long hved germanium radiotracer isotope (11.2 days) 

as an alternative to its silicon counterpart (2.5 h) for self-diGrusion in silicon. The measure-

ment techniques used vary from radiotracer deposition/implantation and characterisation 

using sectioning by grinding or ion beam sputtering, to growing epitaxial layers using Molec-

ular Beam Epitaxy (MBB) and proEle analysis using SIMS. Table 3.7 gives the diSusion 

parameters obtained in various studies for germanium diEusion in sihcon. 

Do Temperature 

(cm^/s) (eV) range (°C) Technique Reference 

1.5x10^ 4.7 1200-1380 Radiotracer, mechanical sectioning [70] 

2.5x10^ 4.97 1030-1302 Radiotracer, sectioning by sputtering [71] 

3.5x10-^ 3.93 850-1000 Radiotracer, sectioning by sputtering [71] 

7.55 xlO^ 5.08 1100-1300 Deposition, SIMS [72] 

1.38x10^ 5.39 1000-1200 Implantation, SIMS [73] 

1.03x10^ 5.33 876-1388 Deposition, SIMS [74] 

2.44x10^ 4.92 850-1100 Epitaxial layer, SIMS [75] 

3.1x10^ 4.66 925-1050 Epitaxial layer, SIMS [76] 

2.1x10^ 4.88 1062-1214 Radiotracer, ion beam sectioning [25] 

,9.7; VoZtfeg o/ Do, energy/ /or ger-

monmm m gzZzcoM. Zorge m parameter azmzZar o/ 

m az/zcon con aeen. (o germamum 

m w occur wo 6ô A omd m êra(i(mZ mec/tanzsms. 
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Owing to the similar bonding radius of germanium and silicon, it has been suggested that 

the two elements exhibit similar diffusion behaviour. This is visible in the non-Arrhenius 

behaviour of germanium [71] diffusion in silicon and silicon self-diffusion [23]. Recent silicon 

self-diffusion studies using isotope heterostructure [27, 28] can be compared with the latest 

germanium diffusion experiments in silicon [25, 76] and we see that their activation energies 

and pre-exponential factors agree quite well. 

Using defect injection experiments it has also been shown explicitly that germanium 

diffusion in silicon involves both vacancy and interstitial defects [75, 77] as in the case 

of silicon self-diffusion [31]. Results obtained from one such defect injection studies for 

germanium diffusion in silicon is shown in Fig. 3.3. Germanium diffusion is enhanced under 

both conditions of vacancy and interstitial injection. In contraat, antimony diffusion is 

enhanced only during vacancy injection while it is retarded during interstitial injection. This 

suggests the dominance of vaxzancies in antimony diffusion. A comparison of the behaviours 

of the two elements under similar defect injection conditions reveals that germanium diffusion 

in silicon is mediated by interstitials as well as vacancies. It should however be noted that 

the vacancy contribution for germanium diffusion in silicon (60-70%) [75] is higher than for 

silicon self-diffusion (40-50%) [30]. 

3.3.1.2 Diffusion of silicon in germanium 

Moving on to silicon diffusion in germanium, once again we find only a few studies available 

in literature. Raisanen et of. [78] implanted 40keV °̂Si ions with various Suence in germa-

nium and analysed the profile broadening after annealing using (p, 'y) resonance broadening 

method. In these measurements, silicon was found to diffuse slower than self-diffusing ger-

manium. They also reported on an anomalous concentration peak of silicon close to the 

surface after annealing (see Fig. 6.14). Doping dependence of silicon diffusion in germanium 

was also examined using lightly n- and p-doped germanium. The slight enhancement of 

silicon diffusion in p-doped samples over n-doped ones wag attributed to the strain in the 

lattice caused by the presence of holes in the valence band. In another work by Sodervall 

et al. [65], silicon was sputter deposited on germanium surface and subjected to thermal 

treatment under vacuum. Diffusion profiles were measured using SIMS. It was concluded 

that silicon is another element other than boron which diffuses slower than germanium in 

self-diffusion. Although a higher value of activation energy and pre-exponential factor than 

those of germanium self-diffusion were observed, the straight line in the Arrhenius line was 

taken as an indication of a single migration mechanism for silicon diffusion in germanium. 

Strohm et al. [25] also studied silicon diffusion in germanium as part of their work on self-

diffusion in Si-Ge alloys using radiotracer implantation and ion beam sectioning. The values 

of the diffusion parameters obtained in the study are given in Table 3.8 along with those from 

other workers. They found slightly larger silicon diffusivity values in germanium than the 
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literature values. Nevertheless, their values of silicon diffusion in germanium were smaller 

than their germanium self-diffusion values which suggests that silicon diffusion is slower than 

germanium self-diffusion. 

It should also be noted that based on the argument of similar activation energy, sili-

con diffusion in germanium is believed to be mediated by vacancies as for self-diffusion in 

geimiajiuini. VVitti a ruote in our iiiuid t]ha± siLucon diffusion ui gfomaiuuni is slower thuan 

germanium self-diffusion and that vacancy contribution of germanium diffusion in silicon is 

slightly larger than silicon self-diffusion, we may conclude that the diffusion behaviour of 

the two elements is quite similar both in germanium and silicon. Fig. 3.4 presents diffusion 

coefficients for silicon and germanium self-diffusion as well as germanium diffusion in silicon 

and vice-versa. 
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Do Ea Temperature 

(cm^/s) (eV) range (°C) Technique Reference 

2.4x10-^ 2.9 650-900 Implantation, (p,'y) resonance [78] 

1.4x10^ 3.47 650-930 Deposition, SIMS [65] 

4.3x10^ 3.19 843-903 Radiotracer, ion beam sectioning [25] 

VaZwea oypre-ea:ponen(m//ac^or Do, an(f eMezg;/ E^ /or â Zzcon 

(fZĵ azoM m germonmm. on gzmzZor aĉ wâ zoM ene/gy /or azZzcon d^'i^a/on m 

germonmm ond germaMmm geZ^di^azon, %s 6eZ;eued /̂lô  azZzcoM occurs 

mamZy wo ẑ aconc;/ mecAanwm m germanmm. 

3.3.1.3 Germanium diffusion in Si-Ge alloys 

In Si-Ge alloys, McVay and DuCharme [80] studied germanium diffusion in poly-crystalline 

Sii-zGez with x up to 77% using ^^Ge radio-isotope deposition and mechanical sectioning. 

They found an increasing diEusivity with the germanium content. The activation energy and 

pre-exponential factor however showed a break at approx. 35% germanium. The activation 

energy was found to level off to the germanium self-diffusion activation energy of '~3eV at 

this composition after decreasing from its value in sihcon at 4.7 eV. On the other hand, 

the pre-exponential factor reduced up to 35% and then increased towards higher germanium 

content thereby increasing the total diffusivity. This behaviour was explained in terms of 

the change-over in the type of defect associated with diEusion. 

Another recent study on germanium diffusion in Si-Ge alloys using radiotracer and a 

modiSed ion beam sectioning technique has reported a similar break in activation energy 

and pre-exponential factor at almost the same composition [25]. The results were explained 

in terms of the entropy factor which determines the dominating defect responsible for self-

diffusion. It has been argued that the break originates due to a transition from the inter-

stitialcy mechanism at low germanium content to a vacancy mechanism at high germanium 

content [71]. 

In another investigation by Zangenberg aZ. [76] germanium was diGFused in Si-Ge using 

isotopically emiched ^^Ge, in MBE grown epitaxial layers with germanium content up 50%. 

Concentration-depth analysis was performed by SIMS. The effect of strain and germanium 

content on diffusion was carefully isolated by growing compressive, tensile and relaxed layers. 

The diffusion coe&cient was found to increase with germanium content but the values were 

smaller than those of McVay oZ. [70] possibly due to the use of poly-crystaUine material in 

the latter investigation. It was found that the activation energy and pre-exponential constant 

decrease with the germanium content. In this study at about 50% germanium content, the 

activation energy attained a value almost equal to that of germanium self-diffusion. This 

behaviour was explained in terms of germanium atoms favouring a vacancy mediated path for 
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diSusion in Si-Ge matrix. The activation energy reduction waa thought to be occurring due 

to the decrease in the vacancy formation energy from silicon (3.5-4.0 eV) towards germanium 

(1.7-2.3 eV) with increase in germanium nearest neighbour atoms. However, one expects a 

discontinuity in the pre-exponentiai factor for germanium diffusion at germanium contents 

>50% in Si-Ge alloys from their study to match the diEusion coeScient values in germanium 

self-diffusion similar to one observed in literature. This break in pre-exponentiai factor, 

however, remains unexplained. 
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A theoretical calculation by Venezuela e( a/. [81] which was baaed on the density func-

tional theory with local density approximation seem to predict the decrease in activation 

energy observed by Zangenberg's [37]. The authors in Ref. [81] found that the vacancy for-

mation energy decreases linearly with the number of germanium nearest neighbour atoms in 

Sio.sGeo.s implying that a vacancy is preferred in proximity of germanium atom as compared 

to a silicon atom in the alloy. 

Silicon diffusion in Si-Ge alloys can be studied using isotope heterostructures but to 

author's knowledge such attempts have not been made thus far. 

3.3.2 Group III and V elements 

Among group III elements, boron has been extensively studied due to its use as a p-type 

dopant. As has been highlighted in the previous sections of this chapter, in silicon boron 

is beheved to diffuse predominantly via interstitials. From the literature we do not End 

conclusive evidence about the mechanism governing boron diffusion in germanium though it 

is regarded at par with other group III and V elements i.e. diffuse by the vacancy mechanism. 

Surprisingly though, one Ends convincing reports in the literature that on addition of 

germanium to sihcon (at least up to 40%), boron diSusion is retarded as compared to that in 

pure silicon. Kuo a/. [39] performed experiments on relaxed Si-Ge alloys with germanium 

contents up to 55% and concluded that boron diffusion decreases rapidly in Si-Ge alloys 

with germanium content up to 40% after which it seems to increase. At lower germanium 

content, it has been suggested that the reduction in diSusivity is caused by a B-Ge pairing 

mechanism [39]. In other studies, usually a comparison of strained Si-Ge with silicon is 

made and a retardation in diffusivity is reported [41, 82]. In recent studies of Zangenberg 

[37], no reduction in boron diffusivity with germanium content in Si-rich relaxed Si-Ge alloys 

was observed. It was suggested that the enhancement due to a chemical effect could be 

counterbalanced by a retardation due to pairing. However, the strain eEect on boron diffusion 

in this study was found to be similar to that of Kuo et al. [83]. Our present understanding 

of boron diffusion in Si-Ge alloys as a function of germanium content is given in Fig. 3.5. 

To explain the reduction of diffusivity with germanium content, Moriya et al. [85] and 

Chen et aZ. [86] attributed bandgap narrowing eSect as causing a change in charged defect 

concentration. Though a pronounced reduction of diffusivity in Si-Ge alloys at higher boron 

concentration is reported [39, 87, 88], Cowern aZ. [88] argue that this eSect is not large 

enough to explain the observed reduction. Cowern oZ. [88], however, proposed that boron 

diffusivity reduction was due to a decrease in self-interstitial concentration caused by the 

long-range strain in the Si-Ge layer. Fang et aZ. [89] rejected this idea and attributed the 

phenomenon to be caused by a decrease in mobile boron diSusivity rather than the self-

interstitial concentration. Defect injection studies have conErmed that boron diSusion in 

silicon and strained Si-Ge alloys with germanium content up to 20% is largely Interstitial 
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mediated [41, 90]. From the measurement of enhancement and retardation of boron divi-

sion in strained Sio.8Geo.2, Fang e( a/. [41] rejected the idea that a reduction in interstitial 

component of boron was responsible for lower boron dlEusivity in Si-Ge alloys as compared 

to silicon. 

Among group III and V elements, antimony is the only element believed to diEuse mainly 

via the vacancy mechanism in both silicon and germanium and possibly this behaviour ap-

plies to the whole Si-Ge alloys spectrum. Krlngh0j a/. [91] have studied antimony diSusion 

in strained as well as relaxed Si-Ge alloys. They found that diffusivity of antimony in relaxed 
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Si-Ge alloys with up to 50% germanium increases with the germanium content. In an attempt 

to exclude any alloy effect from macroscopic strain eEects, they also compared diffusion in 

relaxed as well ag compressive and tensile strained material and discovered that compressive 

strain enhances the diffusivity whereas tensile strain retards it. Note that this behaviour 

of antimony towards strain is opposite to that shown by boron and therefore can be taken 

as further conErmation that diEerent types of defects are responsible for their diffusion in 

Si-Ge alloys. This result is in agreement with the prediction by Cowern et al. [88] who argued 

that tensile strain has the opposite eEect of retarding(enhancing) the vacancy(interstitial) 

mediated components respectively. Paine [92] has also studied antimony diffusion in (com-

pressively) strained Si-Ge layers and found a similar trend of increasing diffusivity with 

germanium content. Recently, defect injection technique has been successfully applied to in-

vestigate the kinds of defects responsible for diffusion of antimony in silicon and Si-Ge alloys 

(~10% germanium content) [93]. From the diffusion enhancement during vacancy injection 

and retardation during interstitial injection, it has been concluded that antimony diEusion 

in sihcon and Sio.gGeo.i is primarily dominated by the vacancy mechanism. 

Studies of phosphorus and arsenic diffusion in Si-Ge alloys have been very limited. 

Kuznetsov et al. [94] have shown an increase in diffusion coefficient of phosphorus in compres-

sively strained Sio.87Geo.13 as compared to silicon. Using interstitial injection by oxidation 

of a sihcon cap on Si-Ge layer, they found an interstitial fraction of 0.87 for Sio.gGeo.i. 

Christensen et al. [95] have found only a small increase in diffusion coefficient of phospho-

rus in strained Si-Ge alloys with germanium content (up to 22%). The results have been 

interpreted in terms of a compensating eSect of composition and strain (similar to that sug-

gested for boron diffusion in Si-Ge by Zangenberg [37]) resulting in a Si-like concentration 

of interstitials and hence not a large increase in diffusion coefficient. Recent studies of Zan-

genberg [37] also show an increase in phosphorus diffusivity in relaxed Si-Ge layers (up to 

40% germanium) under intrinsic conditions. 

There are reports in the literature suggesting an enhanced diSusion of arsenic in Si-Ge 

alloys as compared to sihcon [96, 97] though the diffusion coefficient was not quantified. A 

value of 2.7(±0.7) eV has been assigned as activation energy for arsenic diSusion in Si-Ge for 

all compositions up to 50% germanium [96]. Eguchi aZ. [98] have implanted phosphorus 

and arsenic in sihcon and Sio.8Geo.2 up to extrinsic level. They reported a 7 fold increase for 

arsenic and a 2 fold increase for phosphorus diffusivity in Sio.gGeo.g as compared to silicon. 

Interestingly, they have observed a retarded diffusion under transient conditions which is 

also shown for Si-Ge, synthesised using ion beam [99]. 

In summary, from literature we clearly find that the diffusion coefficient of antimony, 

phosphorus and arsenic is enhanced with the addition of germanium in silicon. It should 

be noted that in sihcon, antimony is beheved to diffuse almost exclusively via the vacancy 

mechanism whereas phosphorus shows a very high interstitial component [6]. For arsenic 

diGusion in silicon, a contribution from both interstitials as weU ag vacancies exists. It has 



been found that enhancement of its diffusivity on addition of germanium is higher than that 

of phosphorus. For boron, a reduction of diffusivity in silicon rich Si-Ge alloys compared to 

silicon haa been reported but the observation is not fully explained. 

3.4 Defects in ge rmanium 

It is a well know fact that interstitials and vacancies are equilibrium defects present in silicon 

[4]. Also, from di&ision experiments, it is believed that at high temperatures interstitial 

defects dominate where as at lower temperatures a vacancy dominance exists [100]. Defect 

properties measured with the help of experiments involving hybrid elements suggest a similar 

picture [100]. 

In germanium, metal diffusion experiments analogous to those for silicon have been per-

formed to obtain information about equilibrium properties of defects. It has been shown 

that Cu and Ni diffuse in germanium via a vacancy controlled dissociative mechanism. This 

provides evidence that Ge-self diffusion mainly occurs via vacancies [51, 101, 102]. Au, on 

the other hand, is understood to diffuse via an Auj (Au interstitial) controlled dissociative 

mechanism [53, 54]. It should also be noted that in Sii-zGei; (0<x<0.24) epi-layers, dif-

fusion of Au is slower than that of silicon or germanium and it is argued to occur via a 

self-interstitial or a Auj-controlled kick-out mechanism [103]. 

Thus we see strong evidence that vacancies are the dominant defects present in germsr 

nium at thermal equilibrium. But are there any interstitiais observed in germanium as well? 

Attention is drawn to Fig. 3.1, in which an indication of a very low concentration of self-

interstitials in germanium is present aa suggested by Seeger aZ. [4]. It is believed though 

that their contribution to self- or impurity diSusion is very small. Saito aZ. [104] have per-

formed irradiation experiments on pure germanium samples and found that a large fraction 

of interstitial do not recover to lattice sites even after annealing at 400 °C. Quite recently, 

theoretical and experimental consideration has been given to native defects in germanium. 

Theoretical calculations based on density functional theory with local density approximation 

suggest the presence of both vacancy and self-interstitial defects [105]. For an interstitial in 

germanium, a dumbbell configuration is found to more stable than hexagonal or tetrahedral 

conSguration [106]. It is also reported that the formation energy of a germanium interstitial 

is higher than that of a vacancy. The results may be taken as an indication aa to why only 

vacancies are seen to contribute to germanium self-diffusion. Irradiation experiments using 

Perturbed Angular Correlations Spectroscopy and Moessbauer spectroscopy have identified 

vacancies and self-interstitials at low temperatures [107, 108]. Some agreement in theoreti-

cal calculations and experiments on the presence of germanium interstitial has been reached 

with the assumption of an extended seH-interstitial defect in the germanium lattice. 
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3.5 Implan ta t ion in ge rmanium 

We briefly review literature on boron implantation in germanium. Herzer et al. [109] studied 

electrical properties of B, Ga, P and As in germanium after implantation at low energies (4-

30 keV) using Hall eEect and sheet resistance methods. They found that unlike other dopants 

boron was electrically active in the as-implanted state. Concentration proEles measured for 

these elements were found to penetrate deeper than predicted by the LSS theory [110] and 

in the case of boron this effect was attributed to radiation enhanced diSuaion. It should, 

however, be noted that the incident beams were not misoriented with respect to the wafer 

normal in their case. Ponpon et al. [Il l , 112] studied the behaviour of implanted boron as 

p type contacts for high purity germanium detectors. Important observations made were 

a) annealing of the damaged layer created by ISkeV boron ions implanted to a dose of 

lO^^ions/cm^ at temperature of 170 °C and b) the presence of electrically active boron 

in the as-implanted state. The observed deep distribution of boron atoms as compared 

to theoretical calculations was hypothesised to be caused by acceptor centers (vacancies) 

produced by the ion implantation process. Gusev et al. [113] studied the electrical properties 

of boron implanted germanium in the dose range 6 x 10^^- 6x 10̂ ^ ions/cm^ at 30 keV. During 

room temperature implant they also found that boron penetrates deeper than that suggested 

by theory and attributed the extended tails to the channelling effect. In this study, the 

damaged layer resulting from the high dose 6xl0^^ions/cm^ boron implant was shown to 

anneal out at about 600 °C. However, during a high temperature implant, a radiation-

enhanced diffusion was also observed by other workers [114]. 

MacDonald and Palmer [115] implanted carbon and boron in germanium to the same 

dose and energy (60keV, 10̂ ^ ions/cm^) in order to study lattice disorder caused by implan-

tation. They found a lower lattice disorder as a result of boron implantation compared to 

carbon implantation. The disorder in boron implanted layers was found to anneal completely 

at 150 °C. Also the acceptor behaviour observed after carbon implantation was attributed 

to the lattice defects produced during implantation whereas for boron it was due to electri-

cally active boron. Jones aZ. [116] studied electrical activation of boron in germanium in 

comparison to carbon and BF3 implants. They found boron to be electrically active in en-

tire implanted dose and energy ranges studied (25-100keV, 5x10^^-1x10^'^ions/cm^). The 

hole traps observed using Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy were found to anneal out at a 

thermal budget of 350 °C for 30 min leaving boron at substitutional sites. 

An important observation of Metzger's [117] study using implantation doping of ger-

manium using boron was the formation of GeOg at the interface between germanium and 

deposited Si02 layer on annealing at temperatures higher than 650 °C. We also note another 

observation of Axmann et al. [118] who studied diffusion of donor impurities in germanium 

by implantation doping. They found that the measured diffusion coefficients for samples 

covered with a protective SiOg layer were smaller compared to samples annealed without 
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the layer. This is an important observation since similar protective layers have been uaed in 

this study. It should be realised though that this eSect is not very large since the absolute 

values of the diffusion coefficients reported were within experimental errors. 



Chapter 4 

Experimental techniques 

4 . 1 I o n i m p l a n t a t i o n 

Ion implantation is a weU developed technique used to introduce energetic, charged particles 

into a target material. When apphed to semiconductors, it is a process by which the desired 

impurity/dopant atoms can be introduced into the substrate material to change its electronic 

properties. The process consists of extracting impurity ions from a source, puriEcation and 

accelerating them with high velocity towards the target. Ion implantation is widely used 

in semiconductor doping and is preferred over conventional doping methods. Some of the 

unique characteristics of ion implantation are: 

« A precise amount of almost any impurity atom can be introduced in a variety of 

substrates. 

# The doping proSle can be tailored by controlling the energy, current and position of 

the ion beam. 

# Reproducible and well controlled profiles from a single or multiple implants of the same 

or diEerent Impurities can be achieved. 

# Since it is a non-equilibrium process, concentrations beyond solubility limit can be 

obtained. 

Implantation process has some disadvantages as weU. Other than being an expensive tech-

nique, it causes damage in the target wafer. Mostly, the implanted atoms are left electrically 

inactive. A thermal treatment is generally required to electrically activate the impurities 

introduced by implantation. Implantation damage can result in anomalous diAision eEects 

such as transient enhanced diSusion during annealing. 

Implantation energies range from a few hundred eV to a few MeV with average depths 

ranging from 100 A to 10 ûn. The typical dose range is 10̂ ^ to 10̂ ^ ions/cm^. 

40 
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4.1.1 Mathematical model for ion implantation 

As an energetic ion enters the target surface it undergoes a series of collisions with the target 

atoms. With each collision the ion loses some amount of its energy before eventually coming 

to rest by losing all its energy. The energy transfer from incident ions to the target atoms 

takes place in two ways. One is via the elastic collisions with nuclei of target atoms. This 

may cause defection of impinged ions and the target nuclei may also be dislodged from its 

original lattice positions. These kinds of collisions are signiEcant for higher mass ions at 

low energies. These nuclear collisions cause physical damage to the target and may result 

in point or line defects. The second process by which the incident ions loose their energy 

is by interacting with free and bound electrons. This results in excitation of the electrons. 

Only a very small amount of energy is lost during such collisions. The two processes can be 

characterised by nitcfear sfoppmg poiijer and eZectronic sfopping poiuer ^g. The average 

rate of energy loss with distance is given by 

^ = + (4.1) 

where N is the number of target atoms per unit volume of the semiconductor. The average 

distance travelled by the ion before coming to rest, A, can be calculated by 

r-R I rEo 

Sn(E) + S,(Ey 

where .Bo is the initial ion energy. Practically, it is very di&cult to measure the range R since 

not all ions suffer the same collisions. The quantity of more interest is the projection of this 

range along the direction of incident ions. Due to the statistical nature of the process, the ion 

distribution after implantation is characterised by an average depth called projected range, 

.Rp, and by a standard deviation, known as along the direction of incident ions. 

The widely accepted theory for the calculation of these parameters is given by Lindhart et 

aZ. [110]. According to this theory for an amorphous target, the range distribution 

can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution. For the one dimensional case, 

2i 
Nix) — iVmax GXp 

1 f x — Rp 
2 \ 

(4.3) 

where TVmoz is the maximum concentration occurring at The area under the ion distri-

bution curve is the total implanted dose. Denoted by 0, this can be calculated as 

0 = / Ar(z)ck. (4.4) 
0 

Substituting for jV(a;) gives an expression for the maximum concentration, Nmoz, as 

$ 0.4 0 
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The total dose can be calculated by measuring the beam current and integrating it over the 

time of implantation. Thus the final distribution in terms of parameters which can be either 

calculated or measured, takes the following form: 

/ \ $ 

N(x) = exp 
\ / 2 ^ A ^ 

1 /X — Rp\ ^ 
2 ^ y 

(4.6) 

The Gaussian proEle as given by Eq. 4.6 may only be an approximation to the true proSle. 

Usually the experimental profile is asymmetrical and we require higher spatial moments to 

accurately describe the ion distribution. An arbitrary normalised distribution, /(^i), can be 

characterised in terms of its moments defined as 

(Range) (4.7) 

A ^ ( = o - ) = ^ / / (%-^)^/(i()c('u (Straggle) (4.8) 

(it - Bp)^/(it)di^ 
'Y = g (Skewness) (4.9) 

/
OO 

(?/ - 7Zp)̂ /('u)d'u 
g (Kurtosis) (4.10) 

Parameters skewness ('y) and kurtosis (/3) measure the asymmetry and flatness (at the top 

of distribution) of the ion distribution, respectively. A Gaussian distribution has a skewness 

of 0 and a kurtosis of 3. The Pearson distribution which makes use of above mentioned four 

moments can be used to describe the concentration proEles more accurately than simple 

Gaussian distribution. The Pearson distribution is based on the solution of the diSerential 

equation 
^ (̂ ^ - o)/(«) 

6o + ' 

where w = 2; — The Pearson coe&cients (a, bo, bi,b2) can be written in terms of the four 

moments of distribution as 

_ o-'Y(/3 + 3) 
A 

0-^(4^ - 37^ 

(4.12) 

60 = , (4.13) 

61 = a, (4.14) 
, _ (2/3 - 3?" - 6) 

A 
(4.15) 

where A is 

A = 10/3-123'^-18. (4.16) 

Out of different solutions available for Pearson's equation, Pearson IV is generally used for 

ion implantation profiles. The solution has a maximum at x = Rp + a and decays smoothly 

to zero on both sides of the peak. 
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4.1.2 Implantation effects 

Mostly an implantation proSle can be represented by a Gaussian or Pearson distribution as 

discussed in Sec. 4.1.1. However there could be some anomalous eSects which may aEect the 

final distribution of the implanted ions. A few of them are discussed below. 

4.1.2.1 Channelling 

An energetic ion loses its energy in a series of collisions with target atoms. For an amorphous 

target where no regular arrangement of atoms exists, Impinged ions make random collisions 

and come to rest in a very short distance inside the target. When the target is crystalline 

with regular arrangement of atoms, atoms rows or planes line up to leave long-range open 

spaces which act like channels in which implanted ions may travel. The ions incident along 

a major crystaUographic direction may suSer glancing colHsions with atom rows or planes 

and are steered deep into the lattice before coming to rest. The phenomenon is known 

aa c/ianMe/Zmg. A one dimensional representation of channelling phenomenon is shown in 

Fig. 4.1. The overall result of channelling is to add a tail to the implanted distribution. 

A (wo (fzmengzonaZ repregenWzoM o/ phenomenon. TAe 

mcWen^ ô om repregenW 6;/ dorA; czrcZe mates me/aa îc coZZwzon witA â oma 

sAown open czrcZe anc( ge(a (fe_/YecW 6?/ smo/Z angZes. moy eZ (feep dw^ances 

guWed 6;/ a/zgned rows or p/ones o/ a cn/gfoZ 

Channelling is characterised by critical angle ^ given by [119] 

where and Zg are atomic number of ion and target respectively, E is the incident ion 

energy in keV and d is the atomic spacing along the ion direction (in A). For boron atoms 

in germanium Incident at 20keV along <111> direction this angle is ^̂ 5 ° [119]. The critical 

angle represents the maximum angle at which an ion can enter a channel without leaving it. 

Chaimelling primarily depends on 1) the critical angle of approach 2) the temperature 

of the implant and 3) the degree of crystallinity. We note from Eq. 4.17 that critical angle 

increases for heavier ions and lower energies. Thus channelhng would be dominant for heavy 

ions at lower energies. It also depends on the orientation of the target through the atomic 

spacing d. As the temperature of a crystal is increased the lattice vibrations increase. Thus 
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the probability of large angle colhsions with incident ions increases and hence the channelling 

is reduced. For an amorphous target the lattice atoms are distributed randomly and no long 

range order exists. For implantation in such a target channelling is totally ehminated. Also 

the presence of defects and dislocations in the crystal reduces channelling. 

In practice channelling is desirably avoided since the channelled implanted proEle depends 

on a large number of factors and is very sensitive to target conditions. Channelling can be 

substantially reduced by tilting the target by an angle larger than the critical angle for 

implantation. Channelling is also limited by the crystallinity of the target. Sometimes 

the damage caused by nuclear stopping of non-channelled ions is suScient to ehminate 

channelling. In other cases, the target can be pre-amorphised to destroy the crystal structure 

to avoid channelling completely. Another possible means to avoid channelling is to implant 

through an amorphous layer deposited on the target. 

4.1.2.2 Implantation damage 

While travelling through the target lattice, the impinged ions pass their energy via collisions 

to the target atoms. The binding energy of lattice atoms is generally small as compared to 

the implantation energy and so the target atoms may get easily dislocated. These lattice 

atoms can have sufEcient energy to work as projectiles for other target atoms displacing 

them from lattice locations. Thus a single implanted atom may cause displacement of many 

lattice atoms and a colhsion cascade results. By the increase in the number of implanted 

atoms, an initially crystalline target may be changed to a highly disordered state. Light ions 

transfer a small amount of energy in each collision and get deflected by large angles. The 

target atoms receiving this energy may not be able to cause a colhsion cascade. A heavy 

ion, however, imparts more energy to the target atom in a head-on colhsion which may then 

become capable of dismanthng other lattice atoms. Thus lattice damage occurs but in a 

smaller volume as compared to that because of the light ions. Increasing the dose causes 

isolated disordered regions to overlap which may leave the target amorphous. For a light 

ion more dose is required to create an amorphous layer than for heavy atoms at the same 

energy. 

The disordered region consists of vacancies, divacancies, self- and impurity interstitials, 

Frenkel pairs etc. At high temperatures the displaced atoms, vacancies and interstitials can 

move and repair the damage. If during implantation, the temperature of the substrate is 

high, self-annealing might occur. Therefore only a little damage is left behind even in the 

case of heavy ions. 

4.1.2.3 Enhanced diffusion 

The tail in the implanted prohle is generally caused by channelling but it may also be due 

to a rapid interstitial diSusion process. The implanted atoms which are left in interstitial 
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positions, specially in the deeper regions of the target (beyond Ap), may di&ise interstitially 

until they End a suitable trapping center. The point defects created during implantation can 

also assist the atoms to di&ise, enhancing the defect-assisted diSusion. This process may 

occur during the implantation time even at room temperature [120]. 

4.1.2.4 Damage annealing 

The einnealing of the implanted layer is usually performed to either relocate the implanted 

ions on substitutional sites in order to achieve electrical activation or to regrow the amor-

phous layer produced by the implantation process. Conventionally, furnace annealing is 

used for an appropriate time and at suEiciently high temperatures to achieve the desired 

results. This time and temperature combination is mainly dictated by the dose, energy and 

implanted species. Furnace annealing used to recover damage may also lead to signiEcant dif-

fusion. Therefore processes such as rapid thermal annealing (RTA) or laser annealing which 

involve very short annealing times are used. However processes such as transient enhanced 

diffusion during RTA may become significant and lead to anomalous difi'usion profiles. 

4.2 Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) 

4.2.1 Principle 

Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) is an analytical technique used to characterise the 

composition at the surface or near surface region. Conceptually, the process is very simple. 

An energetic beam of ions bombards a surface. The incident particle energy is transferred 

to the target atoms. A cascade of colHsions occurs among the atoms of the target; some 

collisions return atoms to the surface which results in the emission of atoms and/or atom 

clusters. Some of these species get ionised while leaving the target surface which are collected 

electrostatically and can be analysed for their mass using a mass spectrometer. 

There are two modes of SIMS: dynamic and static SIMS. The two are distinguished by the 

primary ion dose used during analysis. Static SIMS, which uses a low primary ion flux, finds 

its usage in surface analysis whereas dynamic SIMS has applications in chemical analysis of 

semiconductor materials by using a relatively high primary ion dose. 

4.2.2 D e p t h profiling using SIMS 

For detecting trace elements using SIMS, a steady state condition of erosion rate is required. 

The primary ion dose is so chosen as to remove many layers from the target rapidly, thereby 

increasing the secondary ion Hux so that even a low concentration of elements present can 

be detected. On reaching a steady state, the sputtered atom/ion yield rejects the relative 

concentration of components. 
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In carrying out a depth pro51e analysis, the primary ion beam is rastered over a de6ned 

area on the wafer surface. Each scan erodes a certain depth generating secondary ions which 

are collected by mass analyser. The edges of the eroded region are carefully excluded from 

the analysis electronically. This ensures that the secondary ions collected originate from the 

crater bottom. A secondary ion count of selected elements aa a function of time is obtained 

by collecting the secondary ions, from which a concentration-depth proEle can be obtained. 

4.2.2.1 Quantification 

A typical SIMS profile is expressed as a plot of concentration of element of interest (in 

atoms/cm^) vs depth. Bach data point in this proEle is obtained by counting the secondary 

ions of the element of interest, whilst the primary ions sputter a Snite depth of the sample in 

a finite time. The relationship between secondary ion current (/j+, positive ions of element 

7 say) and the concentration of element % in the specimen is given by 

7i+ = 5" 3/̂ + jVi (4.18) 

where is the primary ion beam current, 5" is the sputter yield, is the ionisation eGciency 

for Ni is the atomic fraction of i, and r] is an instrumental factor which includes eff'ects 

due to collection, transmission, and detection e&ciency. The quantitative analysis includes 

e&cts due to specimen matrix (via ,̂1/̂  ), and its electronic properties (via ) in addition 

to the concentration of the element of interest in the specimen. Hence a quantitative SIMS 

analysis would require prior knowledge of sputtering rate and a calibration of the secondary 

ions using standards whose matrix and surface electronic properties match those of the 

sample under analysis. The accuracy depends on matching of analysis conditions for the 

standards and the specimens. 

Ion-implanted samples with known doses are most commonly used as standards. In 

the implanted samples, the implantation dose (total number of implanted atoms per unit 

area) can be controlled and measured with good accuracy. Thus, provided that none of the 

implanted dose is lost during annealing and precipitation/segregation eSects do not occur, 

a linear relation between the SIMS signal and the element concentration can be assumed. 

That is, the product of ip, S, , and is assumed to be constant for the standard and 

the specimen. The secondary ion signal integrated over the entire proEle measured for the 

standard can be related to the total number of implanted atoms contained in the specimen 

as 

/ 7^+(z)dz = K / Ci(z)dz, (4.19) 
Vo Vo 

where z is the depth of analysis, and A" is the calibration factor used for converting secondary 

ion signal measured over a small depth dz into an average concentration Ci in atoms/cm^. 

If the analysis depth exceeds or equals the maximum extent of implantation in the standard, 

the integration of Cj over the whole area equals the known Auence (in atoms or ions/cm^) 
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i.e. 

/ Q(z)dz = R (4.20) 
Vo 

Thus the calibration factor can be obtained by integrating the secondary ions signal over the 

depth z. 

Since the secondary ions signal is measured over short interval an independent measure 

of sputtering rate is required. The sputtering rate can be calculated by measuring the crater 

depth using a profilometer and dividing it by the total time taken to create the crater. It is 

assumed that the sputtering rate of the sample is constant in time which is generally a good 

approximation. The calibration factor can be written aa 

where t is the total time over which the proEle is integrated. The calibration constant AT 

can now be used to convert the measured secondary ion signal into absolute concentration 

by: 

Ci = — J j + . (4.22) 

The accuracy of above analysis depends on identical nature of the element to be analysed 

in unknown and standard specimen and also on identical analysis conditions for the standard 

and the unknown. Ideally the standard is analysed along with the unknowns. Implanted 

specimens can work as self-standards provided the implanted dose is known. The integrated 

proSle in this case provides the calibration factor that can be used to convert instantaneous 

secondary ion signal to the concentration. 

4.2.2.2 Operating conditions 

For a depth proEle analysis using SIMS, three instrument parameters are of importance: (/le 

gpeczea, pviman/ ene/g;/ anfi pnmor;/ OMgk o/ mcWence. These 

parameters are optimised for detection limit of the impurity element within the matrix and 

the depth resolution. 

Primary beam species: The most widely used primary beam species for depth profile 

analysis for semiconductor materials are and Cs+. The choice depends on the matrix and 

the secondary ion yield for the element being analysed i.e. positive or negative ion yield is 

favoured for the impurity under analysis. In case of boron and silicon in germanium matrix, 

positive ions are favoured and the use of ions can provide a high secondary ion yield and 

is therefore used in this study. 

Primary beam energy: The sputtering and secondary ion yield increase with primary 

beam energy for all species but such gains are oSset by unwanted e&cts such as 

domoge and making the analysis less accurate. On the other hand for 

high resolution a lower beam energy is preferred but the lower the beam energy, the slower 
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is the sputtering rate. Therefore usually 0.5-10 keV beam energy is used for analysis. For 

proEles used in this work 500 eV and 1 keV ion beams have been used. 

Primary angle of incidence: Sputtering yield increases with the angle of incidence^ 

whereas the secondary ion yield decreases. For optimum depth resolution, a high angle of 

incidence is generally required. However, the oblique incidence causes less roughening of the 

crater. For high sputtering rate and depth resolution, a compromise for incidence angle is 

made. For this study an angle of 25°-45°or a normal incidence has been used. 

We note that depth proEling is governed by a range of parameters which are optimised 

to obtain a good dynamic range and depth resolution. For further reading on the subject 

the reader is referred to Ref. [121]. 

4.3 Development of anneal ing schedule 

One of the di&culties faced in this project wag the surface damage endured by germanium 

during high temperature annealing. The germanium surface is more prone to oxidation 

damage specially at high temperatures. Unlike silicon oxide, germanium oxide is unstable 

at high temperature and therefore can not act as a diffusion mask or protection against 

contamination. Thus it is advisable not to rely on its own oxide for protection of germanium 

surface. A 200 nm Si02 layer as suggested in hterature [122] was deposited aa a barrier 

to oxidation, thermal etching and out-diSusion of dopant during annealing. Surprisingly, 

open boat annealing of these protected samples in flowing argon resulted in severe surface 

damage. Due to a high etch pit density the samples became practically unusable for SIMS. 

Subsequently, a reducing forming gas atmosphere was attempted with a view to avoid oxygen 

reacting with the germanium surface but with httle success. At high temperature and long 

anneal times surface damage continued to prevail. An example of such surface damage is 

shown in Fig. 4.2. For the sample shown in the figure, the annealing was carried out at 

800 °C for 24h in forming gas ambient. Since the size of etch pits on sample surfaces was 

of the order of crater dimensions of SIMS, quantitative SIMS became impossible with these 

samples. 

An alternative solution considered was to deposit a poly-crystalline germanium (or sil-

icon) instead of the oxide layer. However, such a process could have caused diffusion of 

implanted species into surface layer via grain boundaries. Additionally, location of the orig-

inal surface in SIMS analysis could have been difficult. One could suggest the deposition of 

a thicker oxide layer as a solution but such a layer could be unstable and would have lead 

to additional strain [122] that may aSect diEusion. In order to avoid the thermal etching of 

the sample surfaces, the possibility of depositing an unreactive sihcon-nitride layer on top 

of oxide was also explored. According to literature such a combination of oxide and nitride 

layers provides inert annealing conditions in the case of silicon [6]. Each layer was ^200 nm 

^Normal incidence of ion beam is zero degrees. 
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Figure 4-2: Optical micrograph of a sample annealed at high temperature informing 

gas atmosphere without protective silicon-dioxide layer. The etch pits were of the 

order of the size of SIMS crater (also shown in the figure). With such surface 

damage SIMS quantification becomes very difficult. 

thick and was deposited using Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) at 

~300°C. It seemed that the oxide and nitride layers did not adhere very well to the germa-

nium substrate and therefore surface damage could not be fully prevented. 

In order to circumvent the problems with sample surfaces, it was considered important 

to maintain an unreactive atmoshphere throughout the annealing time. The samples were 

therefore sealed in evacuated ampoules prior to annealing. High purity argon (99.999%) 

gas was purged through the ampoules 3-5 times before finally sealing them under vacuum 

(~4xl0'® torr). The surface damage was significantly lessened at least for short annealing 

times. A comparison of the surface quality for annealing with and without the use of ampoule 

is given in Fig. 4.3. 

sas* 
' ' ' i/d' J!* 

Figure 4-3: Optical micrograph of sample surfaces annealed in open boat environ-

ment under flowing forming gas ambient (left) and in evacuated ampoules (right). 

The samples shown here were annealed at 750 °C for 5h. 
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The samples with and without oxide and nitride layers were also annealed in evacuated 

ampoules. Exposing samples coated with such layers to high temperatures caused the pro-

tective layer to crack on the sample surface possibly due to lattice mismatch/strain. An 

example of such cracking of silicon nitride layer is shown in Fig. 4.4. It was also observed 

that introducing the samples with such layers to high temperature in a short time sometimes 

leads to evaporation of the films. To avoid such problems samples need to be exposed to 

high temperature slowly. 

Figure 4-4' Cracking of the protective film of silicon nitride during diffusion anneal. 

A 200 nm silicon nitride film was deposited on a ~200 nm thick silicon dioxide layer 

already deposited on germanium surface. Cracks in the nitride film occurred after 

subjecting the sample to high temperatures. 

Removal of the nitride layer after deposition also caused some concern. During high 

temperature annealing the nitride layer tends to achieve stoichiometry. It was observed 

that the etch rate of nitride layers annealed at high temperature was much slower than 

that of as deposited ones. The use of hydro-phosphoric acid at 160 °C (with reflux system), 

recommended as etching solution for silicon nitride layer, was also found inadequate. Instead 

concentrated HF acid (48%) was successfully used to remove both nitride and oxide layers 

from sample surfaces. 



4.4 Sample detai ls 

The central aim of the experiments described in this work was to measure the boron and 

silicon diffusivity in germanium using modern techniques. Increased precision of the boron 

difFusivity data obtainable using such techniques was expected to give more insight into the 

behaviour boron in Si-Ge alloy system. 

To this end boron and silicon species were implanted in bulk germaninm and heat treated 

for a variety of times and temperatures using furnace aimealing. Samples used for the 

implantation study are tabulated in Table 4.1. Table 4.2 gives details of the samples used 

in the study of boron diffusion in germanium. Processing details of samples used in silicon 

di&ision studies are given in Table 4.3. 

Sample Substrate Boron SIMS 

number speciEcation implantation Characterization 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

<111>, n-Ge IxlO^'^cm"^, 20keV 1 keV, Normal incidence 

<111>, n-Ge 6xl0^^cm~^, 20keV 500eV, Normal incidence 

<100>, n-Ge 6x10^^cm"^, 20keV 500eV, Normal incidence 

n-Ge SxlO^^cm"^, 5keV 500 eV, Normal incidence 

<111>, PAwith^^Ge 6xl0^^cm"^, 20keV SOOeV, Normal incidence 

2xl0^^cm~^, 400 keV 500 eV, Normal incidence 

o/ (Ae aampZea /or m ger-

manmm. /or pre-amorpAwe(f. .An 0^ primary beam Aag /or 

6'ZM5' aMa/ygzg m a/Z 



Sample Substrate Boron Protective SIMS 

number speci&cation implantation Anneal conditions surface layer Characterization 

DO <111>, n-Ge SxlO^'^cm-^, 20keV As implanted — 1 keV, Normal incidence 

D1 <111>, n-Ge SxlO^'^cm-^ 20keV 725 °C, 1/2 h, Ar SiOg 1 keV, Normal incidence 

D2 <100>, n-Ge SxlO^'^cm-^, 20keV 800 °C, 3h, Forming gas SiOz IkeV, 25° to the normal 

D3 <111>, n-Ge GxlOi'^cm-^, 20keV 850 °C, 24 h, Forming gas SiOs 500 eV, Normal incidence 

D4 <111>, n-Ge 6x10 '̂̂  cm"^, 20keV 900 °C, 8h, Ampoule Si02+Si3N4 500 eV, Normal incidence 

D5 <111>, n-Ge SxlO^^cm^^, 5keV As implanted — 500 eV, Normal incidence 

D6 <111>, n-Ge 3x10^^ cm^^, 5keV 800 °C, 24h, Ampoule Si02+Si3N4 500 eV, Normal incidence 

D7 <111>, n-Ge SxlO^^cm"^, 5keV 875 °C, 12 h, Ampoule None 500 eV, Normal incidence 

D8 <100>, Epitaxial Ge Delta layer 875 °C, 12 h, Ampoule None 500 eV, Normal incidence 

Peak Bf^5xl0^^at./cm^ 

o/ (Ae gampZeg uaed /or boron (f̂ Q'wzon g(wd;/ m germonmm. (T/ie reazŝ wzf̂  o/ off n-Ge gompfea woa < 0.4flcm 

w/iic/i corr^sponck (o o dopmg concen^mfzon 0/ ^10^^ atoms/cm^. An ^rzmon/ beam fios been uged /or 5'/M6̂  onofysia /or off 

aompfes. 
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Sample number Anneal conditions Protective surface layer 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

As implanted — 

750 °C, 360 min, Forming gas none 

800 °C, 30 min, Ampoule Si02+Si3N4 

825 °C, 180 min, Ampoule none 

850 °C, 30 min, Ampoule none 

860 °C, 60 min, Ampoule none 

875 °C, 50 min. Ampoule none 

TaWe Description o/ t/ie samples iised in o/ siZicon dî g'-usion in ger-

maniiim. samp/ea were o6toinedyrom <111> oriente f̂ n-(?e (p< 0.4flcm) an(f 

were implanted with "^^Si to a dose of 5 x 10^^ ions/cm^ with 50keV. A 500 eV O j 

priman/ 6eam Aaa 6een uae(f in 6'7M6' onaZysis o/ oZZ sompZes. 



Chapter 5 

Ion implantation: results and 

discussion 

5.1 Implan ta t ion 

Single crystal germanium wafers (about 300 |im thick) with a nominal dislocation density 

less than 5000cm"^ were obtained from EaglePicher Inc. (USA). The pre-poHshed wafers 

were either undoped (p > 30 (1cm) or lightly n-doped with antimony (p < 0.4 Dcm). 

The wafers were cleaved in half with the aid of a diamond-tipped tool (special care had 

to be taken during this step due to the extra brittleness of the material). The wafer pieces 

were then cleaned by dipping in fuming nitric acid for 3-5 min, rinsing in de-ionised water 

and drying using nitrogen blow. 

5.1.1 Implantat ion of boron 

The half-wafers were implanted with boron using doses varying from 5x 10^^ to 6x10^^ cm"^. 

ions were implanted at an energy of 20keV. Such shallow implant would make diffusion 

more significant. A higher energy would drive boron deeper into germanium lattice. The 

implants were carried out at the University of Southampton ion beam accelerator. Boron 

implantation was performed in <100> and <111> oriented wafers. For these room temper-

ature implants, the incoming ion beam was misoriented by 7° to the normal of the wafer 

surface to avoid possible channelling. A constant dose across the wafer was ensured by 

keeping the beam stationary and moving the wafer holder such that the beam rastered the 

wafer. 

Theoretical calculations using SUSPRE [123] show that a boron dose of more than 

3.5xl0^^cm"^ at 20keV is required to fuUy amorphise the implanted region of germar 

nium lattice. The doses chosen in this study were below this threshold and therefore we 

expect that the implanted region is not left amorphised after boron implantation although 

some damage to the lattice can be anticipated. Prompted by the initial diEusion results 

54 
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revealed in Chap. 6, a further set of experiments was planned at a lower implantation dose 

of SxlO^^cm"^ at 5keV. 

5.1.2 Implantation of silicon 

To obtain silicon concetration peak almost at the same depth as in the caae of boron, ^̂ Si ions 

were implanted with 50keV and to a dose of 5x10 '̂̂  cm" .̂ This implantation waa carried 

out at room temperature with the ion beam misoriented by 7° to the normal in a <111> 

oriented wafer. The germanium wafer was implanted at the Surrey Center for Research in 

Ion Beam Applications (SCRIBA). The silicon implantation dose is close to the theoretically 

predicted amorphisation dose 7.5xlO '̂̂ cm"^ calculated at 50keV using SUSPRE [123]. 

5.2 Simulat ion of implanta t ion process 

As the Srst step toward predicting the implantation behaviour, theoretical proxies were gen-

erated by computer simulation. Implantation parameters such as projected-range, straggle 

required as input for the calculation were obtained from literature [124, 125]. As mentioned in 

Chap. 2, a theoretical Gaussian proEle could be generated using Eq. 4.6 using the parameters 

given by LSS theory. Finally, a Monte Carlo model popularly known as SRIM [126], which 

describes the stopping and range of ions into matter using a quantum mechanical treatment 

of ion-atom collisions, was also used to predict the implantation profiles. Fig. 5.1 shows 

results of the simulations performed for boron implanted at 20keV to a dose 6xl0^^cm"^. 

The values of the parameters used are given in Table 5.1. 

One should note from the table that the values predicted by various calculations are 

in close agreement. A basic assumption made during theoretical calculations is that the 

implantation target is amorphous. As mentioned earlier, for boron implantation the wafers 

were tilted by 7 °. In such a direction the atomic density of the diamond lattice seen by the 

ion beam is higher than that along a crystallographic orientation direction, say <100> (see 

Fig. 5.6(b)). The assumption of the amorphous target is therefore fulfilled, at least partially. 

Hence, unless some other phenomenon is present, one expects the experimental boron profile 

Projected range Straggle 

Simulation method Rp(nm) A Rp (nm) Reference 

SUSPRE 48.7 38.5 [123] 

LSS calculations 47.4 35.3 [124] 

SRIM calculations 50.0 40.8 [126] 

VizZweg parameterg/br m germamum 20keV 

eac/i 
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to match those presented in Fig. 5.1. 

5.3 Resul ts of boron implanta t ion 

Experimentally obtained boron concentration profiles are depicted in Fig. 5.2. The figure 

presents results obtained for 5 and 20keV implants for diSerent doses. One can notice 

that concentration peaks for 20keV prohles occur at nearly the same depth for the two 

diff'erent dose values. Incidently, these two profiles also show long tails rather than falling 

abruptly to low concentrations. Note that the profile for 5 keV has been given a lower dose 

of SxlO^^cm" .̂ A possible explanation for the tail is that the high energy incident ion beam 

used during SIMS analysis might have pushed some atoms deeper into the sample. By using 

a low energy incident beam in SIMS profiling, the eEect of this ion beam mixing can be 

minimised [121]. A primary beam at 500 eV has been used during SIMS analysis for 

most of the profiles except for the sample subjected to the 20keV implant with IxlO '̂̂ cm"^ 

dose where a 1 keV beam has been used. The effects of ion beam mixing in these profiles 

can thus assumed to be minimal and this presumption is justified by the graphs with the 

observation of similar profiles for difierent primary ion beam energies. 
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The next step was to compare the predicted profiles with those from experiments. This 

comparison is shown in Fig. 5.3 for a 20keV, 6xlO^'^cm"^ dose boron implant in germanium. 

One observes a significant difference between the theoretical and the experimental curves. 

Experimental profiles show a long tail which diminishes more gradually than the tail in the 

theoretical proGle. 

A possible reason is the non-uniform sputtering of germanium during SIMS that could 

have caused the roughening of the crater. This aEect might have lead to a false concentration 

tail. In an attempt to verify if roughening indeed has taken place, the crater bottom was 

profiled using atomic force microscopy (AFM). It was observed that ripples at the bottom 

of crater were negligible (^1-2 nm only). Thus by AFM proEling we could rule out the pos-

sibihty of the observed tail to have caused by non-uniform sputtering during SIMS analysis. 

The AFM image of the crater bottom is shown Fig. B.3 in Appendix B. The use of low 

energy SIMS and absence of ripples at the crater bottom point to the fact that the observed 

tail is due to a real effect and not an artifact of SIMS. 

This effect therefore was further investigated by implanting boron in two wafers with 
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dlEerent orientations <111> and <100>, the implantation conditions being the same for 

both wafers. SIMS profiles of these implants are presented in Fig. 5.4 along with the theo-

retical Gaussian proSle based on parameters given by LSS calculations and calculated using 

the same dose and energy used as for the experiments. The tails observed in experimental 

proSles appear similar regardless of the orientation. 

We have already noted that the observed tails, which should be absent theoretically, are 

not thought to be caused by SIMS proSling. However, it is important to bear in mind that 

probably the basic assumption of an amorphous target is not met adequately, even by 7° 

misorientation of the crystalline target. 

5.4 Discussion on boron implanta t ion 

We noted that the experimental profile for implanted boron in germanium is different from 

the ones predicted by theory. Also the implantation tails in wafers with two diSerent orien-

tation were quite similar. The possibility of SIMS profiling technique being responsible for 
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these tails has been ruled out. This leaves only two possibilities (a) enhanced diEusion during 

implantation (b) channelling. Looking at the profiles closely, one is tempted to attribute the 

tails more to channelling eEects since similar proHles have been obtained for boron in silicon 

in other studies (see Chap. 2 and 4 in Ref. [38]). It has been shown that in case of implanted 

boron in silicon, the tails are caused by channelling rather than enhanced diffusion. How-

ever, if one attributes the implantation tail to channelling, one should expect a difference 

in the amount of channelling for implantation in the two different orientations. Hence a 

diSerence in experimentally obtained proEles can be expected. Previous studies suggest the 

presence of radiation enhanced diGkision as a possible cause for tails during implantation at 

room temperature [109] as well as at high temperatures [114, 127]. Enhanced interstitial 

diSusion during phosphorus implantation in germanium has also been reported [128]. Gusev 

et al. [113] also observed boron implantation profiles to penetrate deeper than predicted by 

theory but attributed the observation to channelling. Since in the previous studies boron 

was not analysed using SIMS, it is not possible to compare our results directly with theirs. 
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Due to the contradictory nature of reported results in literature, it is also difficult to remark 

conclusively on the observed eSects. 

In a highly damaged/amorphised crystal, long range order is absent. Thus the incident 

ions do not End open passages to penetrate deep into the material. Instead, they collide 

randomly with target atoms and loose most of their energy by nuclear scattering due to 

such collisions. This process results in very small or no channelling of implanted ions in 

the target. Keeping this fact in mind an experiment was designed to amorphise germanium 

prior to boron implantation in order to destroy the lattice order and eliminate the presence of 

open channels. In this experiment, germanium wafer was pre-amorphised with 400keV ^^Ge 

ions to a 2xl0^^cm"^ dose. Thereafter boron was implanted to the same dose and energy 

i.e. 20keV, GxlO^^cm"^ as used for implantation in crystaHine germanium. The results of 

this experiment are shown in Fig. 5.5. For a comparison the profiles forecast on the basis 

of theoretical calculations (LSS, SRIM) and the experimental profiles from implantation in 

crystalline target are also shown in the same plot. Strong evidence of de-channeUing of 

implanted boron in pre-amorphised germanium is present since the profile in this case agrees 

well with the theoretical profile calculated on the basis of an amorphous target. Radiation-

enhanced di&ision during implantation is expected to occur irrespective of the fact that the 

target material is amorphous. 
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It still remains to explain as to why channelling is observed even when the implantation 

is carried out 7 ° off the crystallographic axis and why does it produce similar tails in the two 

different orientations tested. In order to explain this, let us look at the diamond lattice from 

<100> direction as shown in Fig. 5.6(a). One can see the presence of open spaces between 

the atoms the size of which is of the order of O.Sace (=1.695 A), where ace (=5.658A) 

is the lattice constant of germanium. Boron is a relatively small atom with an atomic 

radius=1.17A. An energetic boron ion can travel in the open spaces in germanium without 

being deflected by a large angle and penetrate deep. 

A model of germanium lattice which is rotated by 7° from the <100> direction, is 

shown in Fig. 5.6(b). A similar model can be drawn for <111> direction. When the target 

is misaligned, the incident ions loose their energy in a large number of random collisions. 

The implantation direction was chosen to be misaligned by 7° in order to avoid directing the 

ion beam to the barrels of open space between the crystallographic axes shown in Fig. 5.6(a). 

We also note that the critical angle ^ for 20keV boron ions incident along <111> direction 

is calculated to be ~5°. Although the atomic density in a direction 7° off the <100> axis 

is higher than that along the axis, channelling may still take place to some extent. After 

the initial scattering by the densely packed atoms, the ions may be deflected to the open 

(a) (W 

Figure 5.6: Model of a germanium lattice shown along <100> direction. Illustration 

(a) shows the atomic arrangement on viewing the lattice along <100> direction. 

The open channels are seen to be present. The atomic density is higher in a direction 

7° off from <100> axis as shown in (h). Small boron atoms can fall into the 

channels after initial collisions and migrate long distances. 

channels in which they will lose very little energy by the electronic stopping process and 
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therefore penetrate deep into the material. This explains why channelling could be observed 

in boron implanted germanium even though the implantation beam was misoriented with 

respect to the crystal direction. 

The germanium lattice as seen 7° oS Arom <111> direction appears relatively denser 

than from <100> direction. The channelling critical angle for the two directions is very 

similar. The width of the channels along these two directions does not differ very much. 

Also the atomic packing in the diamond lattice is loose, the packing fraction being 0.34 

only. This openness also helps the energetic but small boron atoms to travel far distances 

and produce the observed tails. However, by amorphisation long range channels can be 

completely destroyed. Implantation in such materials should not produce channelling tails. 

Had the implantation tails in the crystalline target been due to radiation enhanced diffusion, 

we would have expected a similar or even longer tails produced by the long-range migration 

of defects which are produced during pre-amorphisation. 

We also note that if the incident ions are channelled, the energy loss via nuclear stopping 

should decrease causing less damage to the lattice. The observation of channelled prohles and 

the fact that the maximum implantation dose used in this study is about 6 times smaller 

than estimated amorphisation dose indicate that it is unlikely that an amorphous region 

could have been produced by boron implantation in crystalline germanium. 

5.5 Resul ts and discussion on silicon implanta t ion in germa-

n ium 

The theoretical values of implant parameters for sihcon diSusion in germanium were also 

obtained from hterature [125]. The values calculated using SRIM and SUSPRB are presented 

in Table 5.2. It should be noted that the theoretical calculations are based on the assumption 

amorphous implantation target though in this work silicon ions were implanted in crystalline 

germanium. 

The results from silicon implantation in germanium are shown in Fig. 5.7. The plot com-

pares the experimental implanted prohle with one predicted by SRIM calculation. Contrary 

to the case of boron, experimental implanted profile is in much closer agreement to the theo-

Projected range Straggle 

Simulation method Rp(nm) ARp (nm) Reference 

SUSPRE 49.7 33.3 [123] 

LSS calculations 45.0 32.0 [125] 

SRIM calculations 48.0 31.8 [126] 
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retical predictions, although one observes a departure at low concentrations. It is to be noted 

that the implantation dose used here (SxlO '̂̂ cm^^) is quite close to the amorphisation dose 

(7.5xl0^^cm'^, calculated using SUSPRE) for silicon in germanium at 50keV. It should 

also be noted that the size of silicon atoms is also higher than the size of boron atoms. Thus 

the probability of silicon ions being steered into channels like in the case of boron is quite 

low since the incident energy is lost mainly due to nuclear stopping. The close agreement 

between the theoretical proGle calculated on the assumption of an amorphous target and the 

experimental proSle suggests that at the dose and energy studied, the implanted region of 

germanium may have suEered high levels of damage. The disagreement in the two proGles 

at low concentrations suggests presence of some amount of channelling. 

5.6 Conclusions 

For boron implantation in crystalline germanium, implantation tails in the concentration 

prohles have been observed. No signlEcant diSerence in the concentration prohle tails is 
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found for implantation in <100> and <111> oriented wafers. The implantation tails dis-

appear when the target is pre-amorphised. Thus, it can be concluded that the tails in the 

concentration proEles are due to channelling phenomenon. We can also speculate that for 

the implantation dose and energy range studied, the implanted region largely remains crys-

talline. For silicon implantation in crystalline germanium the absence of similar implantation 

tails as observed in the case of boron implantation suggests that channeUing plays a less im-

portant role in determining implantation profiles of silicon in germanium at the dose and 

energy studied. Also, we suspect that silicon implantation causes considerable damage to 

the germanium lattice which may have influenced subsequent diSusion as wiU be shown in 

next chapter. 



Chapter 6 

Diffusion: results and discussion 

6.1 Exper imenta l p r o g r a m m e 

6.1.1 Masking 

Following the introduction of dopant, the samples were subjected to high temperature in 

protective atmosphere for the purpose of diSusion. As a requirement of SIMS, it was nec-

essary to keep sample surfaces smooth. Furthermore, in order to avoid contamination and 

out-diSusion of implanted species, it was important to deposit a masking layer before the 

thermal treatment. To achieve this, following the implant the wafers were dipped in fuming 

nitric acid for 2-3 min and then rinsed in deionised water. A silicon-dioxide layer which has 

been proposed in literature as an effective diffusion mask for impurities in germanium [122], 

was deposited on the implanted side of the wafer using Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor 

Deposition (PECVD) at rs,300°C. This layer (^200 nm) was expected to protect samples 

&om surface damage by reducing evaporation of the material. 

Guided by the observations made after the initial diffusion anneals during which the 

sample surfaces were damaged as outhned in Sec. 4.3, the requirement for additional surface 

protection was felt. To this aim a relatively unreactive silicon-nitride layer was further de-

posited on the existing silicon-dioxide layer. This layer was ~200 nm thick and was deposited 

using PECVD at ~300°C. Due to the deposition being on silicon-dioxide layer, the nitride 

layer was not expected to cause interfacial stresses in the underlying germanium. 

In the latter part of the project, the technique for annealing was improved by sealing 

the samples in evacuated quartz tubes under vacuum. Semiconductor grade quartz tubes 

(HSQ300) obtained from Heraeus Quartz Ltd. were used for ampoule making. Following 

was the sequence of steps used for ampoule and sample cleaning: 

Ampoule cleaning 

• Rinsing in De-ionised (DI) water 
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. HF (48%) dip for 7-10 min 

# DI water rinse 

e Rinse in Acetone 

# Rinse in Methanol (2 times) 

Sample cleaning 

# Rinsing in DI water 

# Ultrasonic clean in DI water, Acetone and Methanol 

# DI water rinse 

® HF dip (30s-lmin) 

« DI water rinse 

« Rinse in Acetone 

® Rinse in Methanol (2 times) 

Note that the samples with siHcon-dioxide and/or nitride deposited layer were not given 

an HF dip. Following the above steps the ampoules were purged with high purity argon 4-5 

times and sealed under vacuum (<^4x10"^ torr). Before annealing the ampoules were dipped 

in fuming nitric acid for 2-3 min followed by rinsing in DI water. The sealed ampoule size 

varied between 8 and 12 mm. 

6.1.2 Anneal ing 

For the amiealing a three zone furnace with a constant temperature zone of ^̂ ,10 cm was 

used. One end of the quartz tube used inside the furnace was connected to the gas source 

while the other was used for exchanging of samples in and out of the tube. The furnace had 

been calibrated for the desired annealing temperature range with a Pt-Rh thermocouple. 

During the diffusion anneal, the variation in temperature measurement was estimated to ± 

3°C. The quartz tube and the boat used to transport samples were cleaned with dilute HF 

and acetone. The annealing was performed in a temperature range from 675 to 900 °C for 

various time periods. The annealing ambient was a reducing atmosphere of a forming gas 

(mixture of Hg (5%) and Ng) Bowing at a rate of 1-2 1/min. Samples were also annealed 

in argon and oxygen free nitrogen atmosphere. A quartz sample carrier boat containing the 

samples or ampoules was manually pushed into (and pulled out of) the furnace slowly to 

avoid thermal shock. The time uncertainty in the aimealing schedules was estimated to be 

(~ 5-7 min) on the basis of sample insertion/removal lead times. The time variable used 
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to calculate diSusion coe&cients was corrected by accounting for this uncertainty. However, 

the necessary correction was minute even compared to the shortest anneal time of 8h for 

boron diffusion in germanium. For silicon diffusion experiments on the other hand where the 

annealing times were relatively short, samples were inserted and pulled out of the furnace 

relatively quickly. After annealing the ampoules were broken open. The silicon-dioxide and 

nitride layer could be satisfactorily removed using concentrated HF (48%) solution before 

SIMS analysis. 

6.2 Boron diffusion in ge rman ium 

6.2.1 Initial diffusion simulations 

To design a set of diffusion experiments, initial simulations were carried out using diffusivity 

values for boron obtained &om literature (see Table 3.5). To generate a theoretical implanted 

proEle in the simplest form, given in Bq. 4.3, parameters given in Table 5.1 were used. 

During annealing, implanted atoms diffuse deeper into the wafer depending upon the diffusion 

coe&cient at temperature and time of annealing. Let D be the diEusion coeScient and ( 

be the time for the diffusion anneal. We further assume that the substrate into which the 

impurity diffuses is infinitely thick and also that there is no out-diffusion from the sample 

surface. Under these assumptions concentration proffles will retain its Gaussian shape at the 

end of di&ision process [120]. After high temperature annealing, the ion distribution takes 

the following form [129] 

1 / X — Rp \ 
2\(AjZp^ + 2Z)^)y . 

(6.1) 

Eq. 4.6 was used for predicting the as implanted profile in simulations whereas Eq. 6.1 

was used to estimate profile broadening after diffusion anneal. A MATLAB function routine 

baaed on above mentioned equations was written for the purpose. The diSused profiles were 

calculated for a thermal budget of 800 °C, 60min. 

Figure 6.1 shows the results of initial simulations. These simulations worked as starting 

points for the design of experiments. Based upon the diffusivity values available in literature 

for boron and silicon in germanium, the time and temperature variables for the annealing 

process were derived. Unlike profile characterisation by electrical methods, which require 

very large diffusion lengths (|im) to have occurred, by SIMS smaller diffusion depths can 

be analysed. Owing to the surface degradation of germanium during high temperature/long 

time annealing, the possibility of measuring small diffusion lengths accurately is a very 

important factor. In these experiments, diffusion depths of about 20-100 nm were expected. 

To resolve such fine length scales, the expertise of the SIMS analysis group at University of 

Warwick was solicited. 
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6 .2 .2 R e s u l t s 

The initial set of annealing experiments carried out at temperatures 675, 700 and 725 °C for 

80, 60 and 30 min (according to temperatures and times derived by simulations), respectively, 

did not show any profile broadening due to diffusion. Therefore the thermal budget was 

increased by raising the temperature to 800 °C and the annealing time to 3 h. Raising the 

temperature by ~ 100 °C however did not produce a profile with measurable diffusion. The 

results for these anneals are represented in Fig. 6.2. Note that these samples had a protective 

silicon dioxide coating and were annealed under Eowing argon. Assuming the smallest value 

of difFusivity of boron in germanium [62] given in literature, one expects to observe some 

amount of prohle broadening at 800 °C after an anneal for 3 h. However, such broadening 

was not visible in the annealed pro61e. Thus it became apparent that the values given in 

literature have been possibly overestimated. A discussion on this issue is deferred until 

Sec. 6.2.3 in this chapter. 

In another test experiment, the ambient for annealing was varied from argon to forming 

gas. The annealed profiles obtained in each case was similar indicating that the different am-

bient used here had no or very little e&ct on di&ision at 675 °C. Since subsequent annealing 

at higher temperatures was carried out m evacuated ampoules, no further investigation on 

the inEuence of ambient could be made. 

In the next step of experiments, the temperature for annealing was increased to 850°C 

while annealing time was increased to 24 h. The result is presented m Fig. 6.3. One observes 

a very small broadening of the proEle towards the tail part of the implanted prohle. The 

diEused proEle also shows a reduction m the surface concentration and an apparent increase 
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in the peak concentration. Note that the diSused proEle is normalised for constant dose and 

this possibly has contributed to the observed difference in peak concentration. It should also 

be noted that at 850 °C, we are within 100 °C of the melting point of germanium (938 °C). 

At such high temperatures, only a limited movement of the implanted profile would have 

been needed to justify the speculation that previous reports on boron diffusion in germanium 

had overestimated the diffusivity values. 

Another sample implanted with the same dose and energy but obtained from an <100> 

oriented germanium wafer was subjected to the same thermal budget of 850 °C, 24 h. This 

sample was also coated with a ~200nm silicon dioxide protective layer and its annealing 

ambient was flowing forming gas. The sample also showed a limited diffusion in the tail 

region. The diEusion coefficient which was quantised using the standard procedure described 

later in this section and is presented in Table 6.1. We note from the Table 6.1 that the two 

diSusivity values calculated are in good agreement within experimental error. Thus we may 

conclude that boron diffusion in germanium does not strongly depend on the orientation of 
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the wafer as one would expect in cubic structures. During subsequent annealing with higher 

thermal budgets the samples suEered surface damage as mentioned in Sec. 4.3. Therefore, 

the anneals at higher temperatures were forced to be carried out in evacuated quartz tubes. 

The diSusion proGles obtained from samples implanted with a higher dose and energy 

(20keV, GxlO^'^cm"^) and subjected to diEerent thermal budgets are presented in Fig. 6.4. 

Once again, one observes a lower surface concentration and an apparent increase in the peak 

concentration for the sample annealed at 900 °C, 8h. Fortunately, extraction of diSusion 
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coefficients from both diffused profiles was possible using methods discussed later in this 

section. It is striking that the profiles show noticeable diffusion only in the tail region of the 

implanted proEle. The whole of the peak appears to be immobile at snch high temperatures. 

The peak in this sample can be associated with the immobility of boron above its solid 

solubility limit in germanium. The immobility of the peak could also be due to precipitation 

or clustering of boron at higher concentrations. 

Di&ision anneals have also been carried out on samples which received a smaller dose at 

a lower energy, i.e. SxlO^^cm"^ at 5keV. As depicted in Fig. 5.2 such an implantation can 

give a narrow boron proSle compared to a high energy implant. A shallow implant provides 

a relatively narrower initial proEle which helps to distinguish even a small movement in the 

diSused proSles. A lower Implant energy not only oEers a shallow proSle but also causes less 

damage to the target. A lower dose would also bring the peak boron concentration closer 

to the solid solubility limit of boron which is cited to be around ~10^®atoms/cm^ [57, 129]. 

One should note though that shallower implants are more susceptible to surface eEects due 
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to their proximity to the surface. For such implants a higher degree of surface protection is 

required, a factor which led to the consideration of an inert protective layer made of silicon 

dioxide and silicon nitride. 

The as implanted and diffused profiles for shallow implant (for sample No. D5, D6, D7) 

are shown in Fig. 6.5. Note that the annealing for these samples was carried out in ampoules. 

Sample D6 had a coating of silicon nitride on top of silicon dioxide whereas sample D7 had no 

protective coating. The relatively noisy SIMS data is due to the detection limit of boron in 

germanium. Consistent with the previous diffusion anneals limited diffusion and movement 

of the tail region of the implanted profile can be observed. 

The concentration-depth proSles from as-implanted and annealed samples were analysed 

using a commercially available process simulator TSUPREM [130]. A Pearson distribution 

based on four moments described in Eqs. 4.7-4.10 can be used to describe the as-implanted 

profile. Using a dual-Pearson distribution, in which the primary Pearson function models 

the non-channelled portion of the implant and the secondary Pearson function models the 

channelled implant, the as-implanted profile can be well described [131]. However, such 

approach is not required when the annealed profiles are analysed for diffusivity calculation 

since the as-implanted profile can be loaded straight as input in the simulator. To simulate 

diffusion, the as-implanted input profile is allowed to diffuse with appropriate model and 

under boundary conditions matching those of experimental conditions. The experimental 

diffused profiles acts ag target for the optimisation procedure of the simulator. The input 

parameters are varied to minimise the root mean square (rms) error between the simulated 

and the target profile and the best fit parameters are given out. 

To simulate annealed boron profiles, the ag-implanted profiles were loaded to the simu-

lator. A solid solubility model was chosen for the present simulations since all the diffused 

profiles showed an immobile peak which is believed to be originating due to the solid solubil-

ity limit of boron in germanium. The parameters which are responsible for surface conditions 

such as segregation and transport coeScients were varied but not included in the optimisar 

tion procedure. This approach is justified since the aim of the simulation was to calculate 

diffusion coefficients by fitting the diffused part of the profiles. It should be noted that 

substantial uncertainties can result if a large number of parameters are chosen for varia-

tion. No electric field effect on diffusion is considered since the doping concentration due to 

boron is always smaller than intrinsic carrier concentration at the annealing temperatures. 

Point defect concentrations were assumed to be at the thermal equilibrium by choosing the 

PD.FERMI parameter [130]. 

In the solid solubility model used for analysis of annealed profiles, boron concentration 

above that specified by a variable parameter (SS.CONC) at the diffusion temperature is 

considered immobile while the rest is allowed to diffuse. To keep the simulations simple the 

parameters describing diffusivity by association of a charged point defect were turned off. 

Diffusion of boron with neutral defect (vacancy or interstitial) was assumed. Thus for each 
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temperature, parameters corresponding to boron diffusivity i.e. DIX.O (with DIX.E=0) and 

solid solubility (SS.LIMIT) were chosen as variable parameters in the optimisation procedure 

of the simulator. An example of the input file to the simulator is given in Appendix A. 

Attempts were made to &t only the diSused region of the annealed proBle. For samples 

annealed without surface cap layer some does loss can be expected due to out-diEusion, but 

this hardly effects the deep region of the profile. Hence the diffusion coefficients obtained 

from Etting of the annealed prohles were found to be relatively independent of the surface 

boundary conditions. The result of such a fitting for the case of 875 °C, 12 h anneal is shown 

in Fig 6.6. Appropriate values of uncertainty in the measurement of diffusivity are given as 

error bars in the Fig. 6.7. 
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Important information can be extracted by examining the peculiar shape of the diSused 

proSles more closely. The prohle obtained for the 875 °C, 12 h anneal can be used to estimate 

the solid solubility of boron in germanium at this temperature by extrapolating the profile 

to the surface. The concentration value 2x 10^®atoms/cm^ obtained this way for boron solid 

solubility in germanium corresponds closely with the reported values in literature [129, 57]. 
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Fig. 6.7 displays the Arrhenius plots of diffusivities extracted using the TSUPREM fit-

ting procedure explained previously. Previously published diffusivity values for boron in 

germanium aze also shown for the temperature range studied. It is clear that the diSkisivity 

values calculated in this work diSer by two to four orders of magnitude. This is a substantial 

difference even after accounting for possible experimental errors. The values of activation 

energy and pre-exponentiai coe&cient for boron diSusion in germanium calculated from the 

plots in this study are listed in Table 6.2 along with the values from literature. One observes 

that the activation energy calculated in this work does not differ much from the literature 

values. This implies that in our case the low values of diEusivity is mainly due to the lower 

pre-exponential factors. 

6.2.3 Discussion 

The comparison of diffusivity values shown in Fig. 6.7 is interesting especially when one re-

alises that the activation energy does not differ much from the values quoted in the literature. 

It is surprising to observe that this is also the case when we compare the previous measure-

ments with each other which differed in diffusion coeScients by two orders of magnitude. In 
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order to explain the difference in diffusivity values, one must carefully study the differences 

in the experimental conditions used in diSerent studies. Dunlap [62] reports depositing a 

boron Elm on germanium samples and annealing in ampoules Ehed with argon. Anomalous 

behaviour of boron compared to other dopants was observed in the study. The anomaly in 

activation energy wag attributed to boron not alloying easily with germanium. According 

to Dunlap, this prevented boron Elm from making good contact with the germanium crystal 

and the diSusivity observed at lower temperatures wag slow. This, however, is not the case 

in the present study as boron was introduced in germanium by implantation before diffusion 

annealing was carried out. In Dunlap's study, no mention was found about any surface dam-

age suffered by germanium at high temperatures either. The other boron diSusion study 

in germanium carried out by Meer et oZ. [63] made use of boron doped germanium powder 

to introduce boron in intrinsic germanium samples. In this study ag well, boron showed a 

slower diEusion as compared to other dopants investigated. Another important observation 

was that surface concentration reached a maximum of 5x10^^ atoms/cm^. Notably the two 
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studies diEered in magnitude of diEusion coeScient by two orders of magnitude. 

Prom an experimental aspect, there exist another important diSerence between earlier 

studies and the present work: the characterisation technique. In Dunlap's study a pn-

junction method was used and Meer et al. [63] have measured boron difFusivity using incre-

mental sheet resistance. The electrical methods used in above mentioned studies measured 

the depth distribution of the charge carriers associated with electrically active dopant only. 

But the charge carrier distribution may not only be due to the dopant under diEusion study 

but also to unfortunate contamination. Hence the charge distribution may not be identi-

cal with the depth distribution of the dopant. However, we measured the depth profile of 

implanted and subsequently diffused boron using SIMS in this study. Therefore we can be 

conEdent that the actual elemental boron prohle was meagured in this study. 

An example of the difference in concentration profiles measured using electrical meth-

ods and SIMS is shown in Fig. 6.8. The Egures compare the concentration prohle of as 

implanted boron measured using Hail eEect &: sheet resistivity [109] and SIMS [this work]. 

For both these profiles boron has been implanted in <111> oriented wafers at (20keV) to a 

6xl0^^cm~^ dose. It should be noted however that Herzer et al. [109] implanted boron in 

<111> direction whereas in this study the wafer was tilted by 7°. We note that the peak 

concentration and its position is different in the two cases. Also the electrically measured 

profile is much deeper than the profile measured using SIMS. Depth profiling using electri-

cally active prohle may be inAuenced by the defect ionisation in the samples. However, this 

comparison suggests that the concentration proGles measured using electrical methods could 

be signiGcantly different from the elemental proEle. 

We now try and understand our results in greater detail. One can argue that implantation 

induced defects/damage may have affected diffusion. At a microscopic level the implantation 

process introduces both interstitials as well as vacancies into the lattice. Hence it may 

actually enhance the diEusion process rather than retard it. A higher energy/dose implant 

is expected to introduce signi&cantly more point defects and hence inSuence difrusion more 

strongly than in a low energy/dose case. But we observe comparable values of di&isivity 

even after implantation energy is increased by a factor of 4 and the dose values by more than 

an order of magnitude. Also, as mentioned in Chap. 3, a low temperature anneal (T~350 °C) 
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wag suSicient to remove the damage caused by boron implantation in germanium. It should 

be noted that the annealing times and temperatures used in this study were substantially 

higher than that required for recovering implantation damage. However the possibility of 

the formation of immobile boron-defect complexes can not be ruled out. 

One of the independent ways to examine whether the implantation hag aSected diEusion 

is to carry out difrusion experiments on an epitaxial layer of germanium which hag a boron 

spike. There is a two fold advantage: (i) there will be no lattice damage due to implantation 

process and (ii) the dopant diffugion will be relatively free &om surface eSects. Such an 

epitaxial layer of germanium with boron peak was grown using Molecular Beam Epitaxy at 

the University of Warwick. The growth scheme is sketched in Fig. 6.9. The growth quality 

of the epitaxial germanium wag checked using Nomarski imaging and Transmission Electron 

Microscopy. The results are described in Appendix C. 

A peak boron concentration of 5x10^® atoms/cm^ was chosen so that the estimated solid 

solubility hmit of boron in germanium [129] wag not exceeded. A specimen from the center 
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of the wafer waa cleaned and sealed in an evacuated ampoule using the method described in 

Chap. 5 and this sample was subjected to a diSusion anneal of 875 °C for 12 h. 

The SIMS profile obtained from the as grown and annealed sample is shown in Fig. 6.10. 

In order to calculate the diffusion coefficient, the as grown profile was used as input to 

TSUPRBM and Etting to the experimental proSle was achieved using the optimisation pro-

cedure described earlier in this chapter. The extracted value of diEusivity (4.7xlO"^^cm^/s) 

is lower approximately by a factor of two than the value extracted from the implanted sample 

(7.7xlO"^^cm^/s) which was subjected to the same thermal budget. The diOrusivity value 

calculated using the epitaxial film is shown in Fig. 6.11 along with the values measured using 

implanted sources. The small variation, however, can be considered to lie within experimen-

tal errors. The proximity of the result not only provides a confirmation that the diffusion of 

boron is indeed slower than values published in literature but also rules out the possibility 

that implantation damage may have strongly affected boron diffusion. 

Below, we discuss other factors that may have affected boron diffusion in germanium. An 

obvious consideration when studying diffusion in MBE grown layers is the effect of grown 

in defects. We note here that the growth of the epitaxial layer has been performed at a 

very low temperature of 275 °C. Using Nomarski imaging the defect density in these layers 

has been estimated to be ^lO^cm"^, however, TEM images suggest a higher value. Defect 

densities of this order can be expected to infuence diSusion though not very strongly. In 

fact the grown in defects should accelerate diffusion rather than slowing it down. Hence the 

defects introduced during the growth of epitaxial layer are not expected to have influenced 

the measured diffusion coefEcient signiEcantly. 

Both implanted and epitaxial samples had to be annealed in evacuated ampoules as an 

inevitable consequence of the high vulnerability of the germanium surface to oxidation. How-

ever, self-diffusion studies in germanium elsewhere have shown a reduction in the diffusion 

coefficient with pressure [46]. Thus an enhancement in diffusivity can be expected by an-

nealing under vacuum as also shown by Raisanen et al. [78] for the case of silicon diffusion 
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in germanium. If such is the case boron diSusivity values calculated in this study should 

present upper limits. 

Another important factor affecting diffusion in this work could have been the effect of 

the protective layer. It has been reported that diffusion annealing under a silicon dioxide 

layer caused Sb to diffuse slower in germanium [118]. However this reduction is shown to be 

quite small and can be considered to lie within experimental error. Also the cause for this 

apparent retardation is not clear. Although the possibility of the silicon dioxide/nitride layer 

causing a retardation in diffusivity in our study can not be ruled out, it is highly unlikely 

that a strong retardation can be explained on this basis. It should also be noted that in 

epitaxially grown sample no protective layer has been deposited but still a di&isivity value 

comparable to that obtained from implanted samples has been calculated. It is proposed 

that a systematic study is required to fuUy characterise the eSect of protective layers on 

dopant and self-diffusion in germanium. 

Using a germanium epitaxial layer having a boron delta layer peak concentration be-

low sohd solubihty, we have tried to eliminate the possibility of precipitation or formation 

of boron clusters which may as weU retard diSusion. However further experiments using 

implanted sources and doped epitaxial layer in conjunction with "Transmission Electron Mi-
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croscopy can shed more light on the issue of precipitation/cluster formation. 

We note from the discussion in Chap. 3 and Fig. 3.2 that the activation energies for 

group V dopants and self-diEusion in germanium are reported to be smaller than those 

of group III elements (see also Table 6.4). Accordingly the diffusivity values for group V 

elements are higher than those for self- and group III elements (see Fig. 3.2). Applying Hu's 

analysis [14] on self- and dopant diffusion in germanium, we expect that if group III dopants 

diEuse via the same mechanism aa self-diffusion in germanium then the activation energy for 

dopant diffusion should be similar or smaller than that for self-diffusion. As mentioned in 

Sec. 2.3.2, Hu modelled the lowering of activation energy barrier for impurity diffusion from 

self-diHusion to be of the order of interaction potential aa: 

Ay- (6.2) 

We note that although the observed activation energy for group V elements is lower than 

the self-diffusion activation energy, this is not the case for group III dopants. Even among 
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group III elements boron shows a peculiar behaviour of possessing the highest value of 

activation energy and pre-exponential factor. This fact can be taken as an indication that 

diffusion of group III elements include a contribution from a mechanism other than vacancy 

which is believed to be responsible for self-difFusion in germanium. In silicon, successful 

defect injection studies have conErmed the dominating defect responsible for dopants and 

self-diffusion. However, such injection studies are not available for germanium. 

Looking at the above equation, it can also be argued on the basis of negative interaction 

potential (A.E'^<0 i.e. repulsion) between the boron atom and vacancy that a higher activa-

tion energy for boron diffusion than self-diffusion activation energy in germanium is feasible. 

However, the measured difference of rx,1.5eV in activation energies can not be explained 

purely on the basis of Coloumbic repulsion. Similarly, an elastic interaction between small 

boron atoms and vacancy can not account for such difference in activation energies. 

In literature one Ends evidence for a vacancy mediated self-diffusion process in germa-

nium [4, 16], but for dopant diffusion, especially for group III elements, similar evidences 

such as doping dependence are missing (see Sec. 3.2.3). The similarity between self-diffusion 

and diffusion of other group III and V dopants and the characterisation of vacancy as domi-

nant defect in germanium in thermal equihbrium from metal diffusion experiments has lead 

to the prevailing belief that the vacancy mechanism dominates the self- and dopant diffusion 

in germanium. Accordingly, the observed differences between boron and self-diffusion in 

germanium in the form of high value of activation energy and pre-exponential factor would 

indicate a diffusion mechanism other than the vacancy mechanism. Also, vacancies in ger-

manium are believed to behave as acceptors [44]. Thus there exists a Coloumbic repulsion 

between substitutional boron atoms and vacancies. This effect makes diffusion via vacancies 

more improbable. A pure interstitial based diffusion for boron in germanium can be ruled 

out since we observe a much slower diffusion of boron as compared to that of Li which is 

a very fast interstitial diffuser [8]. If boron was to diffuse in germanium via a dissociative 

mechanism, involving either vacancies (e.g. Ni and Cu [102]) or impurity interstitials (e.g. 

Au [53, 132]), then a similarity in the diffused concentration profiles of boron and these 

metals highlighting high diffusivity should be obvious. In germanium, no element is yet 

known to diffuse via kick-out mechanism and hence a comparison to boron diffusion can not 

be made. It is unlikely though that such slow boron diffusion could be explained only on 

the basis of the kick-out mechanism. This leaves us with the possibility of an interstitialcy 

diffusion mechanism for boron in germanium. 

In fact, indication of such a mechanism could be obtained on a close inspection of Fig. 3.1 

given by Seeger et al. [4]. We noted from the figure that for germanium an interstitial 

contribution to the self-diffusion lies well below the vacancy contribution. A high value of 

activation energy of (6.45 eV) has been estimated for self-diffusion involving interstitials. 

There is no surprise that such a contribution does not show in dopant or self-diffusion 

experiments. A theoretical estimate for activation energy of seff-diffusion via interstitials 
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using density functional theory with the PW91 functional is suggested to be >3.77 eV [56]. 

If we assume that a contribution from self-interstitials for self-diffusion exists it would explain 

the observed higher activation energy for boron diffusion in germanium via an interstitialcy 

mechanism. It could then be argued that since a thermal equilibrium concentration of 

self-interstitials in germanium is small, diffusion of boron which occurs with the help of 

self-interstitials is slower than the experimentally observed vacancy dominated self-diffusion. 

To account for the high activation energy for boron diffusion in germanium, arguments 

similar to those presented by Nelson aZ. [133] can be invoked. On the basis of a high 

exchange barrier, calculated by density functional theory. Nelson et al. have ruled out the 

vacancy as diffusion vehicle for boron diffusion in silicon. Following their calculation of 

a large exchange barrier energy between boron and vacancy, the observed high activation 

energy of boron diffusion in germanium can be accounted for. However, for the case of 

boron diffusion in silicon a high exchange barrier is more consistent with the interstitialcy 

mechanism than the vacancy mechanism as argued by Nelson et al. This relates to the fact 

that the activation energy for the interstitialcy mechanism in silicon is comparatively low. 

Theoretical calculations similar to those of Nelson et a/. [133] are required to establish a 

high first exchange barrier for boron diffusion in germanium. Depending on the activation 

energy for the interstitialcy mechanism this may explain the dominance of the Interstitial 

contribution over the vacancy contribution in germanium. 

However, activation energy could only act as indication of diffusion mechanism and can 

not be taken aa a conclusive evidence. For example, experiments involving pressure effects on 

arsenic diffusion in germanium have shown a higher activation volume than expected on the 

basis of vacancy mechanism suggesting a different mechanism than self-diffusion although 

the activation energy for its diffusion lies well below the value of self-diffusion. In summary, 

although diffusion of boron via the vacancy mechanism can not be ruled out completely, the 

observation of a high activation energy and slower diffusion as compared to other dopants 

and self-diffusion brings in doubt the prevailing thought of vacancy mediated diffusion and 

suggests that interstitial contribution should also be considered. 

We briefly discuss the observed immobile peak in annealed profiles. An important ob-

servation is that the immobile peak in boron concentration appears to be above the solid 

solubility limit of boron in germanium as given by Sharma [129]. Bidwell [134] haa studied 

boron-germanium system and has ruled out the possibility of precipitation or formation of 

intermetallic compounds such as GeB or GeBg. It is possible however that boron atoms 

get associated with implantation induced defects. At a boron concentration above its solid 

solubility value in germanium, the defects may act as nuclei for boron clusters. A thermo-

dynamic driving force can be speculated to be present which favours stable conffgurationg of 

boron clusters which does not become mobile even at very high temperatures. A better un-

derstanding of this behaviour can be achieved using TEM analysis in the region of immobile 

peak. 



6.3 Silicon diffusion in ge rmanium 

6.3.1 Results 

Aimeaiing of samples implanted with silicon was performed in much the same way as the 

boron implanted samples using evacuated ampoules. The details of the samples are listed 

in Table 4.3 of chapter 4. Diffusion was investigated in the temperature range 750-890 °C. 

Note that except sample 82 all other samples were annealed without any surface cap. For 

diSusion anneal carried out at 750 and 825 °C (samples SI and S3) the annealed proEles are 

shown in Fig. 6.12 along with the as implanted profile. One distinct characteristic found 

in these diSused prohles is the distinguishable peak near the surface region. Except for the 

lowest temperature of study i.e. at 750 °C, this anomalous peak waa found to be present in 

all annealed profiles. Similar surface peaks in the annealed profiles have been reported in 

the literature previously [78] although their origin is not fully understood. Since silicon and 

germanium are completely soluble in each other, we can rule out the possibility of silicon 

precipitation. Therefore the peak could have been caused by immobility due to the trapping 

of silicon at the implantation defects. On the other hand, damage recovery might have been 

achieved during the 750 °C annealing procedure in which the sample was inserted slowly 

compared to sudden exposure to high temperatures during annealing at higher temperatures 

as mentioned in Sec. 6.1. Further investigation using e.g. TEM can shed more light into this 

behaviour but could not have been carried out within time &ame available for this study. 

The annealed silicon concentration pro&les can be divided in two regions: the anomalous 

surface peak (~100nm in Fig. 6.12) region and the in-diffused region. To extract diffusivity 

values from the annealed profiles, a procedure similar to that described in Sec. 6.2.2 for 

the case of boron is used. No attempts were made to fit the surface peak region. Due to 

the complete solubility of silicon in germanium, the sohd solubility model was considered 

Inappropriate. 

A high values for the segregation and transport coe&cient was chosen to implement the 

experimental condition of dose loss at the surface since most of the samples were annealed 

without surface protection. The point defect concentrations were chosen to be at their 

thermal equilibrium value by invoking PD.FERMI model. The as-implanted profile worked as 

the input and the diEusion coeScient (implemented by varying DDC.O and setting DD(.E=0) 

was the only variable parameter in the optimisation procedure of the program. Result of 

fitting using such procedure is shown in Fig. 6.12. Due to the presence of the anomalous 

surface peak, one should be careful in extracting conclusive information from the absolute 

values of the calculated diEusion coe&cients. 

The values of the difi'usion coefficient obtained from fitting are shown in Fig. 6.13 along 

with results from previous measurements from the literature in the form of an Arrhenius 

curve. The calculated values of activation energy and pre-exponential factor calculated 
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in this study are given in Table 6.3 along with literature values. Although the diffusion 

coeScients calculated in this study can be considered approximate due to the presence of 

an anomalous peak in these proSle we End that the activation energy and pre-exponentiai 

factor assessed using these values are in remarkable agreement with values from literature. 

6.3.2 Discussion 

It must be emphasised that a comparison of diSusivity values and activation energy calculated 

in this work with literature values should be done with care. Nevertheless, one finds that 

the diffusion coefficient values from this work in agreement with literature values except that 

given by Strohm et oZ. [25]. Strohm a/, have presented silicon diSusivity values which are 

a factor 2-3 higher than those reported by others. We note that a short-hved-radiotracer of 

silicon with a half-life '^2.6 h, has been used in their study. The temperature range of the 

experiment is also limited to 843-904 °C with very short annealing times. These two factors 

may have caused an overestimation of silicon diSusivity in germanium in their experiment. 
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Raisanen e( af. [78] have also used the implantation technique to study sihcon di&ision in 

germanium. The observation of a surface peak in their diSused proEles aa shown in Fig. 6.14 

is a peculiar similarity to this work. Such a surface peak was not observed when the diffusion 

is carried out using sputter deposited sihcon on germanium surface [65]. Thus we can argue 

that the observed anomalous peaks in both studies be caused by implantation. 

A comparison of activation energies of sUicon diffusion in germanium with self-diSusion 

and other group IV elements can be made. In the literature [57], the values of activation 

energy for self-diSrusion in germanium is found to vary between 2.95-3.14 eV. Recent mea-

surements of Fuchs et al. [47] and Strohm et al. [25] are in complete agreement with these 

values. For another isovalent impurity Sn, one finds very similar activation energy values 

ranging between 2.68-3.26 eV [57, 58, 59, 60]. The values for silicon diSusion in germanium 

can be put in the range 2.9-3.47 eV and these values seem to be in agreement with the values 

for self- and Sn diffusion in germanium. 

On the mechanism front, germanium self-diEusion is beheved to be mediated by vacancies 

[8]. Considering the similarities (mainly the activation energy) among tin, silicon and self-

difrusion in germanium, it has been concluded [8] that tin and sihcon atoms diSuse using 

the same mechanism as that of self-diSusion. Our silicon diEusion results seem to agree 
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with parameters from other studies and hence can be taken to argue that silicon diAises in 

germanium mainly by vacancies. 

However, it should be noted that absolute values of the di&ision coe&cient of sihcon in 

germanium &om all studies are lower than those of the self-diEusion coefEcient of germanium. 

Another recent measurement on sihcon diffusion in Si0.20Ge0.80 [135] requires a mention 

here in which it waa found that diffusion coe&cient of sihcon is lower than its counterpart 

germanium at the same alloy composition. The activation energy was calculated to be 

3.57 eV for silicon diffusion which was higher than the germanium diffusion value of 3.48 eV 

in Si0.20Ge0.80 alloy. Thus we can safely conclude that like boron, silicon also diffuses slower in 

Do Ea Temperature Experimental 
(cm^/s) (eV) range (°C) technique Reference 

0.24 2.9 650-900 Implantation, (p-'y) resonance [78] 

140 3.47 650-930 Sputter deposition, SIMS [65] 

43 3.19 843-904 Radiotracer, sectioning by ion beam [25] 

9.7 3.18 750-890 Implantation, SIMS This study 
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germanium than self-atoms. For the case of silicon atoms in germanium we do not expect any 

Coulombic interaction between vacancies and silicon atoms. Elastic interaction however may 

play a role. Thus a shghtly larger activation energy for silicon diEusion in germanium than 

germanium self-diffusion can be brought into agreement to diEusion by vacancy mechanism 

by invoking Coulombic/elastic interaction of silicon atoms with vacancies. It should also 

be noted that doping dependence of sihcon diSusion in germanium [78] is opposite to that 

shown by germanium self-diffusion. Thus contribution from a diSerent charge state than 

responsible for self-diEusion in germanium or contribution from another defect can not be 

completely ruled out. Unfortunately, defect injection during diffusion anneals have not been 

characterised for germanium and hence independent confirmation on the dominating diffusion 

mechanism has not been feasible. 

6.4 Implicat ions for Si-Ge alloys 

In Chap. 1, the importance of the study of boron dlSusion in germanium as a tool to 

understand its dlGFusion behaviour in Si-Ge alloys as a function of germanium content has 

been highlighted. The current knowledge in self- and dopant diSusion in Si-Ge alloys wag 

reviewed in Chap. 3. We refresh our knowledge with very recent developments and previous 

understanding. 

For self-diffusion studies, germanium diffusivity in Si-Ge is found to increase with ger-

manium content [25, 70, 76]. The activation energy reduces from germanium diffusion 

in silicon (^4.7eV) to germanium diffusion in germanium (-^3.1 eV). The reduction in 

activation energy and increase in diffusivity are correlated with the Arrhenius expression 

D = Do exp(£'a//cT). It should however be noted that there are two other important fac-

tors that may affect the diffusivity other than the activation energy: the temperature and 

pre-exponential factor. We must consider the effect of temperature. For an anneal carried 

out at say 900 °C (38 °C below melting point) in germanium, thermal activation is much 

pronounced than that in pure silicon as we are approx. 500 °C below the melting point. For 

Si-Ge alloy with say 20% germanium content, the melting point reduces to about 1260 °C 

causing more thermal activation than in sihcon. Thus an increase in diffusivity is expected. 

It should be emphasised that the observed activation energy is assumed to be independent 

of temperature. Hence we can safely assume that a decrease in activation energy represents 

the reduction in the energy barrier to the flow of atoms through the lattice with the help of 

point defects. 

For silicon self-diffusion and its diffusion in germanium differences in activation energy 

similar to germanium self-diffusion and its diffusion in silicon can be found. The same applies 

to dopant diffusion Si-Ge alloys. A representation of this fact is given in Table 6.4 where the 

values of activation energies for self- and dopant diffusion in sihcon as weU as in germanium 

are given. A pictorial representation of the Table 6.4 is given in Fig. 6.15. 
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Activation energy eV 

Element Si Ge 

Si 4.7 3.2 

Ge 4.7 3.1 

P 3.6 2.5 

As 4.2 2.4 

Sb 4.0 2.7 

B 3.5 4.6 

A1 3.98 3.45 

Ga 3.34 3.31 

In 3.77 3.63 
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It was highlighted in Sec. 3.3 that except boron, self-and dopant diAisivity in relaxed 

Si-Ge alloys is higher than in silicon. We have noted from above the table that the activation 

energies for diffusion decrease from its value in pure silicon to germanium. The case of boron 

shows an exception where the activation energy in pure germanium is higher than in silicon. 

Also hterature suggests a reduction in diSusion coe&cient of boron with the addition of 

germanium at least up to 50% germanium. This reduction is against an expected increase in 

diffusivity due to the increase in thermal activation. Since the activation energy for dopant 

diEusion represents the formation and migration energy of the defect assisted diGFusion (see 

Eq. 2.22), above mentioned facts imply that reduction in boron diffusion could be due to an 

increase in formation and/or migration energy of the defect responsible for diO îsion. 

In a recent measurement on boron diffusion in epitaxial Si-Ge alloys [136], the diffusion 

coefficient of boron was found to increase gradually for germanium content >50% to 86% 

at 900 °C to reach a value at pure germanium calculated in this study. This result is also 

an independent confirmation of our observation of slower boron diffusion in germanium as 

compared to self- and other group III and V dopants. 

The explanation of the observed behaviour of self- and dopant diffusion has been discussed 

in Chap. 3. For the case of boron it has been argued by Kuo et al. [39] that a B-Ge 

pairing causes a slower diffusion in relaxed Si-Ge alloys compared to silicon. On the other 

hand, to explain almost no change in boron diffusivity from silicon to Si-Ge alloys with up 

to 24% germanium, Zangenberg [37] argued that the enhancement due to chemical effect 

counterbalances the retardation due to B-Ge pairing. The diffusivity values of Uppal e( 

oZ. [136] measured on epitaxially grown Si-Ge using implantation sources match those of Kuo 
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a/, at 50% on epitaxially grown boron doped material and show a gradual increase towards 

100% germanium. Pairing has been found insu&cient to explain the observed behaviour of 

boron dUFusion in Si-Ge alloys in the whole alloys spectrum. 

The boron and phosphorus are believed to diSuse solely via the interstitialcy mechanism 

in silicon [6]. Antimony is known to diffuse primarily via the vacancy mechanism in both 

silicon and in germanium [137]. If boron was to diSuse via the vacancy mechanism in silicon 

aa well as germanium, it would follow the trend of antimony. On the other hand if a change-

over in mechanism from interstitial to vacancy has to occur aa in the case of phosphorus, a 

behaviour similar to phosphorus in Si-Ge alloy spectrum can be expected. Thus a changeover 

in boron diS^ision mechanism seems improbable. Theoretical calculations [81] have suggested 

a change in the formation energy of vacancies in Si-Ge alloys as compared to silicon as a 

function of the number of nearest neighbour atoms. The apparent increase in activation 

energy of boron diSusion in Si-Ge [37] is speculated to be caused by an increase in the self-
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interstitial formation energy. We have also noted a higher value of activation energy for boron 

diEusion in germanium. Thus, it seems more likely that the reduction of boron diEusion in 

the silicon rich Si-Ge alloys is related to the increase in formation and/or migration energy 

of the defect (s) responsible for dlHusion. 

Following Zangenberg's [37] suggestion, it can be speculated that at low germanium con-

tent in Si-Ge alloys, boron diSusivity is dragged down by the increase in the self-interstitial 

formation energy. B-Ge pairing may also play a role. At germanium concentration above 

50%, germanium interstitials start to control boron diffusion and the diEusivity recovers 

to its values at 100% germanium. From the arguments presented, it can be concluded 

that boron makes a special case in Si-Ge alloys. We speculate that boron diEuses via an 

interstitial-mediated i.e. interstitialcy mechanism in both silicon and germanium. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions and future perspective 

7.1 Conclusions 

The main objective of this study was to calculate the diSusion coeScient of boron in ger-

manium using the state of the art techniques. Earlier data on boron diffusion had been 

measured mainly by electrical methods 3-4 decades ago and disagreement over diffusivity 

value was large. Studying boron diSusion at the pure germanium end of Si-Ge alloys may 

help in further understanding the rather unique behaviour of boron in the silicon rich region. 

In addition to boron, silicon diffusion in germanium was also explored expecting that diffu-

sion in this system would be similar to self-diffusion in germanium. The work carried out 

in this study constitutes the Erst measurement of boron and silicon diGrusion in germanium 

using a combination of ion implantation and SIMS techniques. 

It was soon realised that diffusion annealing of germanium requires special attention in 

view of the vulnerability of germanium surface to oxidation. Yet a limited study of diffusion 

as a function of temperature and implantation dose was successfully completed for boron 

diffusion in germanium. For silicon diffusion in germanium this study concentrated on the 

measuring diffusivity as a function of temperature. 

Using a carefully designed set of experiments involving boron implantation in crystalline 

germanium wafers of different orientation and in pre-amorphised germanium it was confirmed 

that channelling phenomenon is present in the case of boron implantation in crystalhne ger-

manium and plays a dominant role in deciding the implantation proSle. For difrusion studies, 

boron implantation in dose range 3 x 10^^-6xlO^^cm"^ and energy range 5-20 keV has been 

utilised. Diffusivity values have been measured from the annealed profiles by subjecting 

samples to furnace anneahng in the temperature range 800-900 °C in evacuated ampoules. 

A slower diffusion of boron in germanium compared to literature has been characterised 

by profiling elemental boron using SIMS. The measured diffusivity is found consistent with 

variation in Implantation dose, annealing ambient and surface protective layer. Conducting 

diffusion experiments on epitaxial germanium layers doped with a boron delta layer grown 
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by MBB, it wag established independently that boron diEusion is indeed slow and that im-

plantation induced defects are not responsible for the observed slow di&ision. An activation 

energy of 4.6(±0.3)eV and a pre-exponential factor of 1.2xl0^cm^/s can be assigned for 

boron diffusion in germanium in the temperature range studied. Based on the differences 

in boron diffusion in germanium and self-diEusion in germanium (activation energy as well 

as absolute diffusivity) it is suggested that the di&ision mechanism for boron in germanium 

should be reconsidered. In addition for the first time a direct estimation of solid solubility of 

boron in germanium has been made using di&ised proxies and a value of ^^2x10^^ atoms/cm^ 

at 875 °C has been assigned. 

Silicon difrusion in germanium has also been studied in the temperature range 750-875 °C 

using implantation doping and furnace annealing. Silicon diffusion in the temperature range 

studied can be described well by an Arrhenius curve corresponding to an activation energy of 

3.2(^:0.3) eV and a pre-factor of 9.7cm^/s. The diffusion parameters are in close agreement 

with the values reported in literature. An anomalous peak in the diffused proEles has been 

observed and is attributed to implantation induced defects. The similarity of self- and silicon 

diffusion in germanium suggests that the two elements show diffuse via similar mechanism. 

As an implication of the present study it is suggested that boron shows a unique diffusion 

behaviour in Si-Ge alloys where its difFusivity reduces, as compared to in Si, in the Si-rich 

end and finally recovers to its values in germanium. The boron diffusion behaviour in bulk 

germanium suggests that it is highly unlikely that a changeover of diSusion mechanism occurs 

as a function of germanium content in the whole alloys spectrum. 

7.2 Fur the r work 

The experiments performed in this study leave opportunity to perform a more complete study 

in this area. In general, very little is known about dopant diffusion in germanium. Boron is 

an exception as only limited studies on boron diffusion have been performed. The present 

project can be extended to include the measurement of diffusivity of boron in germanium as 

function of time and temperature to improve our knowledge about its diGfusion behaviour. 

The measurement of boron diffusivity as a function of implantation dose and energy is also 

important. Further characterisation of implantation induced defects in germanium using 

TEM and the effect of such defects on impurity diffusion is also required. The growth of 

epitaxial germanium with boron delta peak can be optimised and diSusion studies can be 

performed as a function of time and temperature which can be compared to studies involving 

implantation doping. 

To understand the diffusion mechanism of boron in germanium more clearly one can 

utilise defect injection in germanium along similar lines to those performed in silicon. Rapid 

thermal annealing can be used as a technique under different ambient and/or with diEerent 

protective layers which may provide direct indication of the underlying diffusion mechanism. 
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In addition, doping dependence using isoconcentration experiments similar to those used 

by Willoughby a/. [138] can be performed to study the Fermi level effect on diEusion. 

A combination of above mentioned experiments shall provide conclusive evidence on the 

dominant defect responsible for diEusion and its charge state. 

An interesting extension to the present study would be to measure boron diAisivity as a 

function of temperature in Si-Ge at high germanium contents due to the importance of such 

material in p-MOSFET devices. Furthermore boron diEusivity as a function of germanium 

content needs to be established to understand the di&ision behaviour of boron in the whole 

Si-Ge alloys spectrum. 

On silicon diSusion in germanium, characterisation of the implantation induced defects 

using TEM is a possible extension. Such studies may explain the anomalous surface peak 

observed in this study. Also the studies suggested for the case of boron can also be extended 

to sihcon in order to establish defect and the charge state of dominating defect responsible 

for diffusion of silicon in germanium. 



Appendix A 

Simulation proceedure 

Following is an example of the input file for the TSUPREM. 

# Define a new material with material properties of germanium. It is important to name 

the material as "silicon" to invoke the solid solubility model 

MATERIAL SILICON DY.DEFAU=.l + 

E.FIELD AT.NUM=32 AT.WT=72.61 + 

DENSITY=5.323 M0L.WT=72.61 SEMICOND NI.0=7.58el8 NI.E=0.335 NI.F=1.5 + 

N.C0NDUC=1.02el9 N.VALENC=:3.87el6 BANDGAP=0.67 AFFINITY=4.05 G.D0N0R=2 + 

G.ACCEPT=4 EPSIL0N=16.3 

# Define the mesh 

LINE X L0CATI0N=0 SPACING=0.1 

LINE X L0CATI0N=2 SPACING=0.1 

LINE Y L0CATI0N=O SPACIMG=0.1 

LINE Y L0CATI0N=2 SPACING=.l 

# Initialise 

INITIALIZE <111> R0T.SUB=0.0 RATI0=1.5 CONCENTR ANTIM0NY=lel4 

# Deposit germanium 

DEPOSITION SILICON THICKNES=99.65 SPACES=100 CONCENTR ANTIM0NY=lel5 

DEPOSITION SILICON THICKNES=0.35 SPACES=500 CONCENTR ANTIM0NY=lel5 

# load and plot the as-implanted 61e 

PROFILE boron + 

IN.FILE=../data/Altest.dat + 

OFFSET=-.00225 

SELECT Z=loglO(boron) 

PLOT.ID X.VALUE=0.0 LINE.TYP=1 C0L0R=1 LEFT=-100 RIGHT=-99.5 B0TT0M=16 + 

T0P=20 X.SIZE=0.25 Y.SIZE=0.25 X.0FFSET=2.0 Y.0FFSET=2.0 T.SIZE=0.4 "CLEAR 
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# Optimisation loop with diSusivity and solid solubility as variable parameters 

LOOP OPTIMIZE PLOT 

ASSIGN NAME=DCOEF N.EXPRESS=1E-16 L0WER=9E-17 UPPER=9E-16 LOG 

ASSIGN NAME=SSLIMIT N.EXPRES=5el8 L0WER=3el8 UPPER=8el8 LOG 

BORON SILICON DIX.0=0 DIX.E=0 DVX.O=@DCOEF DVX.E=0 DIP.0=0 DIP.E=0 DVP.0=0 + 

DVP.E=0 DIPAIR.0=0 DIPAIR.E=0 DVPAIR.0=0 DVPAIR.E=0 R.I.S=0 E.I.S=0 R.IP.V=0 + 

E.IP.V=0 R.V.S=0 E.V.S=0 R.VP.1=0 E.VP.1=0 SS.TEMP=850 SS.CONC=@SSLIMIT + 

SS.CLEAR CM.SEC 

METHOD PD.FERMI 

DEPOSITION OXIDE THICKNES=.002 SPACES=10 CONCENTR 

DIFFUSION TIME=1440 TEMPERAT=850 

ETCH OXIDE ALL 

EXTRACT X=0 SILICON DISTANCE=100 Y.EXTRAC NAME=YSURF 

SELECT Z=L0G10(BORON) 

EXTRACT X=0 SILICON VAL.EXTR NAME=DIFT + 

T.FILE=../data/Xltest.dat V.C0LUMN=1 + 

V.L0WER=-100 V.UPPER=-99.7 V.TRANSF=V+@YSURF T.C0LUMN=2 T.L0WER=1E17 + 

T.UPPER=le20 T.TRANSF=L0G10(T) WEIGHT=1.0 TOLERANC=.l MIN.ABS=le-10 + 

MIN.REL=le-10 

L.END 

^ Plot the diffusion boron concentration profile 

SELECT Z=loglO(boron) 

PLOT.ID X.VALUE=0.0 LINE.TYP=1 C0L0R=2 SYMB0L=4 LEFT=-100 RIGHT=-99.5 + 

B0TT0M=16 T0P=20 X.SIZE=0.25 Y.SIZE=0.25 X.0FFSET=2.0 Y.0FFSET=2.0 T.SIZE=0.4 + 

"CLEAR 



Appendix B 

Observations 

B . l Scanning Electron Microscopy 

In initial set of experiments annealing was carried out at relatively low temperature of 675-

725 °C in argon and forming gas ambient during which surface degradation waa observed. 

Higher damage wag observed at higher temperature. Strangely enough, for annealing at 

700 and 725 °C anneal for 60 and 30min respectively, apart from a high etch pit density on 

surface, the sample periphery lost its mirror like hnish. Nomarski image of such a damage 

on sample periphery is given in Fig. B.l. For the two anneals samples were protected by 

a silicon-dioxide layer. It is beheved that this damage hag been caused by oxidation of the 

samples which starts at the periphery of the sample surface causing more damage there than 

in the middle of the sample aa indicated by Nomarski image (Fig. B.l). It was observed 

that amount of surface damage observed was lesser if the ambient wag changed from argon 

to forming gas Sowing at a rate of 1-2 1/min 

Fig. B.2 shows the SEM image of damaged region of the same sample. Regions marked 

(b) and (c) are the same ag those in Fig. B.l. Region (c) is highly damaged and comes from 

close to the edge of the sample whereas regions marked (b) is seen relatively undamaged. It 

should be noted that the presence of etch pits hinders quantitative SIMS. 

B.2 Hot p robe measurement 

A limited set of hot probe meagurements were also performed on the ag implanted as well ag 

annealed boron implanted samples to check the electrical activity. Hot probe meagurement 

makes use of two probes one of which is at a relatively higher temperature than the other. 

An observation of opposite voltage on the two sides of the samples means the two sides are 

oppositely doped. Since the starting wafer were n-type, for the case of boron implanted 

germanium this would mean that a pn-junction exists in the samples which would indicate 

electrically active (substitutional) boron. From the measurements, it wag found that the 
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Figure B.l: Nomarski image of the damaged region of a,sample after annealing. 

Region marked (a) is polished surface. Region (b) and c are highly damaged as 

mirror like finish of the samples is lost during annealing. 

Figure B.2: SEM picture of the damage of a sample due to annealing. The picture 

is taken from the edge of the sample where maximum damage occurred. Region (c) 

suffered more damage than region (b) as it is close to the edge. (See also Fig. B.l) 
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samples implanted with dose > IxlO^^cm"^ did not show a p-type surface in as implanted 

state. However after heat treatment all the samples showed presence of a pn-junction. These 

measurements can be interpreted as that for dose > IxlO^^cm^^ boron is not electrically 

active in as implanted state but after annealing boron atoms occupy substitutional sites and 

become electrically active. 

B.3 Atomic force microscopy 

As discussed in Sec. 5.3 the implantation tails observed in boron concentration profiles could 

be caused by the non-uniform sputtering of germanium during SIMS analysis. In order to 

determine if roughening of the crater has occurred due to non-uniform sputtering, the crater 

bottom was profiled using atomic force microscopy. Image B.3 presents AFM image of a 

SIMS crater on Ge sample. Roughening of the order of 1-2 nm can be estimated suggesting 

that a largely uniform sputtering has taken place during SIMS analysis. This observation 

helped in concluding that implantation tails described in Chap. 5 were not artifact of SIMS. 

Figure B.3: Atomic force microscopy image of the crater bottom created during 

SIMS analysis. The measured roughness of the crater does not exceed 1 -2 nm which 

suggests that uniform erosion of germanium has been achieved during the SIMS. 



Appendix C 

Characterisation of epitaxial 

germanium 

To circumvent the effect of ion-implantation damage on boron diffusion, an epitaxial germa-

nium layer with a boron delta layer was grown on <100> germanium substrate using MBE. 

The growth temperature was 275 °C. The growth quality of epitaxial germanium layer was 

checked using Nomarski imaging and transmission electron microscopy. The Nomarski image 

of the surface of epitaxial layer is shown in Fig. C.l. The defect density was estimated by 

Figure C.l: Nomarski image of epitaxial germanium grown using Molecular Beam 

Epitaxy. Starting with germanium wafer as substrate a 375 nm thick layer was 

grown at 275 °C. The epitaxial layer was crystalline but with some growth defects 

which can be seen in the figure as shining dots. 
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measuring the pinholes on the surface, averaged over a large area and was found to be of the 

order of 10^cm~^. The epitaxial layer was crystalline but pinholes could be observed on the 

wafer surface. 

A cross-sectional view of the epitaxial germanium layer is shown in Fig. C.2. The image 

shows the presence of defects which originate from the interface between the substrate and 

epitaxial layer and propagate up to the surface. The structure of the defects is typical of low 

temperature MBE growth. 

Figure C.2: TEM image of epitaxial germanium grown using Molecular Beam Epi-

taxy. Starting with germanium wafer as substrate ~375 nm thick layer was grown 

at 275 °C. The image shows cross-sectional view of the growth related defects. 
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